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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 6th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA

MATTHEW FESHBACH, individually
and derivatively on behalf of OKYANOS
HOLDING COMPANY, LTD., and
OKYANOS HOLDING COMPANY, LTD,

CASE NO.:

17—005979—CI

Plaintiffs,

V.

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY, LTD.,
BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES, LLC, NEW
RESEARCH, LTD., and DR. MARC PENN,
Defendants.
/

EMERGENCY MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERENCE
AND STAY OF ARBITRATION PROCEEDING
Plaintiffs,

Matthew Feshbach and Okyanos Holding Company, Inc, by and through

undersigned counsel and pursuant to section 682.031(2)(b), Florida Statutes, ﬁle

Motion

for Status Conference

1.

facility.

and Stay of Arbitration Proceeding, and

This commercial

The key

litigation arises

from the

sale

this

state:

of a Bahamian stem

principals are Mr. Feshbach, a resident of Pinellas County, Florida,

years creating the

facility,

and

Ed

Bosarge, a Houston billionaire

who

Emergency

purchased the

cell

treatment

who

spent six

facility in

April

2017 through companies that he beneﬁcially owned and controlled.
ﬁled this action through undersigned counsel in October 2017.

2.

Plaintiffs

3.

Defendants responded by moving to compel

4.

By Order dated March

arbitration

and stayed and retained

15,

201 8,

jurisdiction

this

over

Page

1

arbitration.

Court granted the Defendants’ motion to compel
this action. See

Exhibit

1

hereto.
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Since then, the parties have been aggressively litigating the dispute before the

5.

American Arbitration Association (Case No. 01—7—0007—4344) under a rigorous case management

commence on February

order that required the ﬁve—day ﬁnal evidentiary hearing to

25,

2019 in

less

than 60

Freeport, Bahamas. See Exhibit 2 hereto.

On January 7, 2019 — over 74

6.

days before the ﬁnal hearing

771071le after

P/az‘ﬂﬂﬁ commented

Ibis action,

— Respondent Okyanos Operating Company,

“Emergency Motion to Disqualify Counsel,”

alleging that Fuerst Ittleman

Ltd.

has always

opposed the motion,

Plaintiffs

known

that

FID] provided

start—up advice

Defendants paid FIDJ’S two year old invoices
certiﬁed disclosure of

liabilities.

8.

By Order

the ground that

motion

it

OOC’s

at the Closing

founder,

OOC

Matthew Feshbach. Indeed,

of their purchase of

OOC pursuant to a

November

“emergency” since due diligence on the

2016. See Exhibit 4 hereto.

dated January 28, 2019, the

AAA Panel denied the motion to disqualify on

lacked jurisdiction to decide the issue, and signiﬁcantly, directed

effect that arbitrators

entity,

on the absence of any “emergency” —

rise to their so—called

in this Court. See Exhibit 5 at 2

1

See Exhibit 3 hereto.

Furthermore, Defendants have had possession of the ”aﬂ—prm‘leged

October 2012 memorandum giving
corporate transaction began in

inter alia,

ﬁled an

(OOC)

David &]oseph, PL (FID])1

had a conﬂict of interest under Florida Rule of Professional Responsibility 4—1 .9.2
7.

and

OOC

to ﬁle

(“Absent case authority from Florida or the Bahamas to the

have the power to decide disqualiﬁcation motions, the Tribunal declines to

FID] n0 longer engages

in business

its

due t0 the death 0f its founding partner, Mitchell Fuerst.

rule.

A different legal

FID], PLLC, ﬁled the instant action.
2

RULE 4-1.9 CONFLICT OF INTEREST; FORMER CLIENT (“A lawyer who has formerly represented

a client in a matter

must not afterwards:

(a)

represent another person in the

that person’s interests are materially adverse t0 the interests

0f the former

same 0r

a substantially related matter in

client unless the

former

client gives

which

informed

consent; (b) use information relating t0 the representation t0 the disadvantage 0f the former client except as these rules
require with respect t0 a client 0r when the information has become generally known; 0r (c) reveal

would permit 0r

information relating t0 the representation except as these rules would permit 0r require with respect t0 a client”).
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We

refer

Respondents to a Florida or Bahamian court

Wish

to press their application if they

to further pursue it”).

OOC

9.

court, as directed

10.

did not “press

by the

[its]

application” to disqualify before this Court, or any other

AAA Panel.

Instead, rather than adhere to the

AAA

Panel’s Order,

OOC

sat

on

its

heels until

February 19, 2019, three (3) busmess days before the start 0ftbe £1121 beating scheduled t0

begin

Fteeport;

1'11

On

Bahamas.

that date,

OOC

ﬁled a separate lawsuit in Miami—Dade County

Andrew

(Case No. 2019—005326—CA—01) against FID] and
disqualiﬁcation,

money damages

and

In plain English,

knowing

hearing,

OOC’S

local counsel emailed the lawsuit with a

lawyers that they not proceed any further with the

11.

P/az‘ntzﬁé,

that

it

would

and knowing

OOC sued

its

it

would mandate

huge amounts of time and money already invested
12.

OOC’s

Although the

demand

to the

AAA representation.

opposing counsel three days before the ﬁnal arbitration

create an immediate conﬂict

that

seeking, instead of

for purported legal malpractice. See Exhibit 6 hereto.

malpractice complaint was not served,

Plaintiffs’

Ittleman, Esq.

of interest between undersigned counsel

the continuance of the ﬁnal hearing

in trial preparation

and

result in

going to waste.3

“malpractice” lawsuit was a transparent litigation tactic intended to distract

opposing counsel in the ﬁnal days leading to the

trial,

divert attention

from the substantive

issues,

cause unnecessary delay, and exponentially increase the cost of litigation.

13.

Plaintiffs

were

left

with no Choice but to ﬁle a motion for continuance of the Final

Hearing, which the Panel granted by Order dated February 21, 2019. See Exhibit 7 hereto.

3

Plaintiffs

understandably

moved

for an

emergency continuance before the

AAA Panel. Incredibly, Defendants

oppomi a continuance while simultaneously taking n0 steps t0 have the motion t0 disqualify heard and insisted that the
ﬁnal hearing g0 forward regardless 0f any purported conﬂict.
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The

14.

mete ﬁling of
between

the

Arbitration Panel granted the continuance because,

Miami

P121htiﬂ‘3' 211d

raises

the undersigned 12W ﬁrm

id.

——

circumstances.”

(1)

that his

ﬁrm now

has a conﬂict between vigorously

and

itself;

(2)

that Mr.

Feshbach

is

whether he ought to continue with the Joseph ﬁrm under

as to

now

all

the

.

The

15.

one

this

(“Here, paragraph labeled ‘Second’ of Mr. Joseph's response to

two problematic concerns:

independent advice

—

under a different Florida Rule of Professional

representing his client and his ﬁrm's interest in defending

entitled to

other reasons, the

action created the potential for an actual conﬂict of interest

Responsibility, 4—1.7(3).4 See

Question 2

among

Arbitration Panel’s ruling corroborates our position that

OOC

ﬁled the Miami

action at the 11th hour for the strategic purpose of forcing a last—minute continuance of the Final

Hearing, despite feigning otherwise. See Exhibit 7 at 2 (“The panel

that

is

ready to be heard. Discovery

ﬁled. Hotel, travel

complete. All of the Witness statements and briefs have been

in Freeport, the

Bahamas. This

and hotel arrangements that

sure given the travel

will

now have

Respondents 112 ve broughtit 011 themselves”) (emphasis

a ruling

is

071 its

motzbﬂfor dzkgualﬂmtz‘mﬁom

Ibis

Cami.

understandable, as such motions are looked

988 So. 2d 1180, 1183

4

RULE

4-1.7

(Fla. lst

added)).5

faith is the fact that

disfavor. See

CONFLICT OF INTEREST; CURRENT CLIENTS

(b),
(2)

there

a substantial risk that the representation 0f

client

responsibilities t0 another client, a

if:

former

(1)

OOC never mugbt

Yang Eﬂmprms, 1m.

DCA 2008) (“Disqualiﬁcation of an attorney

must not represent a

5

to be cancelled, but in a real sense, the

reluctance to ask this Court to hear the matter

Its

upon with

a lawyer
is

be an expensive postponement to be

Evidencing that the Miami action was ﬁled in bad

16.

loathe to adjourn an arbitration

and other arrangements have been made and prepaid. The hearings are scheduled

commence on Monday

to

is

is

is

7/.

Geoga/zk,

an extraordinary remedy

(“Except as provided in subdivision

the representation 0f one client will be directly adverse t0 another client; 0r

client 0r a third

one 0r more

clients will be materially limited by the lawyer’s
person 0r by a personal interest 0f the lawyer.”).

Between the ﬁling 0f the Miami action and the ﬁling 0f this motion, the undersigned lawyers sought and retained

counsel through their insurance carrier and advised Mr. Feshbach t0 obtain advice 0f independent counsel, which he did.
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and must be sought with reasonable promptness
[the movant's]

opponent of counsel of his choice

using the motion as a tool to deprive

to prevent

completing substantial preparation of the

after

Such motions are generally Viewed with skepticism because

[they] are

case.

often interposed for tactical

purposes.”) (citations and internal quotations omitted)).

17.

Plaintiffs

(through their counsel) are conﬁdent that the

memorandum that purportedly

sparked the “emergency,” a 2012 generic summary of an area of FDA law provided to Mr. Feshbach
in his role as founder of

not give

74

2012, before the

1'11

rise to disqualiﬁcation. See

4th

(Fla.

OOC

DCA 2007)

involving patients

Cole, Scott,

is

who

Hea/tb Cafe é“ Ref. Cmp. ofAM.

suffered

a ‘Wholly distinct

from pressure
problem of

does not involve Fisher ‘attacking

is

7/.

Brad/e

(“Here, Fisher handled a ‘type of problem’ for

ulcers or

[the]

not ‘substantially related’ to the

work

on

its

own

that [Fisher]

earlier cases

,

operations, does

961 So. 2d 1071, 1073—

Manor

Care—negligence cases

the current case, ﬁled after Fisher left

falls;

that type.’ Unlike

the identical product, each negligence case turns

lawsuit

company had even commenced

two products

facts.

liability

Therefore, the

cases involving

work

performed for the former

in this case

client.’

This

Within the meaning of Rule 449(3)”) (internal

Citation omitted».

Moreover, there can be no doubt that

18.

have existed because
this action

strategic

it

OOC

had actual and constructive knowledge of FIDJ’S prior regulatory advice before

was commenced but

motion. See Zay/aJ—Bazzm

deliberately waited in

7/.

upon

19.

that,

by April

ambush

until the eve

Marte/m, 40 So. 3d 870, 872—73

waive his right to seek disqualiﬁcation of the opposing
disqualiﬁcation

waivedany conﬂict that may theoretically

(Fla.

party's counsel

3d

by

of

to deploy

trial

DCA 2010)

its

(“A party can

failing to prompty

move

for

learning of the facts leading to the alleged conﬂict”).

We ﬁle the instant motion on an emergency basis because the AAA Panel has ordered
1,

2019, Plaintiffs either:

(a)

give notice that they will be disengaging

from

their
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chosen

undersigned lawyers and engaging
that undersigned counsel Will

8 hereto.

new

counsel to represent them before the

be proceeding on

The undersigned and

Plaintiffs believe that the issue

Defendants should be resolved before the
Plaintiffs’

20.

possible

or,

goal

alternatively,

is

new trial may be

set.

See Exhibit

of the purported conﬂict raised by

AAA action proceeds.

to get the Arbitration back

the

in

their behalf so that a

AAA or (b) give notice

event this

unlikely

on

soon

track for a ﬁnal hearing as

as

Court agrees with Defendants on the

disqualiﬁcation issue, to stand aside so that Mr. Feshbach can obtain alternate representation. Either

way,

it is

in the interests of

all parties,

including the

AAA

Panel, to have this disqualiﬁcation issue

resolved exigently and without delay.

Accordingly, even though

21.

accept jurisdiction of this matter

adjudicate the

that

it

Defeﬂdmm’ motion,

may move the

Plaintiffs respectfully ask the

Court

a temporary basis pursuant to Fla. Stat. § 682.031(2)(b)

to disqualify because the

was not empowered to do

proceeding

is

motion

on

it is

AAA Panel determined in its January 28, 2019

so. See § 682.031(2)(b), Fla.

court for a provisional

Stat.

and

Order

(“A party to an arbitration

remedy only if the matter is urgent and the

arbitrator

not able to act timely or the arbitrator cannot provide an adequate remedy.”).
In anticipation of the Court’s ruling on the motion to disqualify, Plaintiffs respectfully

22.

request that the Court hold a 15—minute

and hearing schedule. Given that the
Arbitration,

it

23.

should not take

Emergency

issue has

Tack,

1m, 136

been predominantly briefed by the

much labor to have

So.

provide equitable

3d 698, 702

n.

2

(Fla.

2d

motion

this

is

Court issue an Order temporarily staying the

resolved. See

DCA 2014)

relief when the arbitrator

parties in the

the matter ready for expedited disposition.

In the interim, Plaintiffs request that

AAA proceeding until the disqualiﬁcation

Status Conference to set an expedited brieﬁng

Gm.

Elev. Capital

Cmp

7/.

(“[Section 682.031(2)(b)] allows for a court to

cannot adequately or timely do

so, in

which case the
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right

to arbitration

Limousine é“

would not be waived by seeking such

Tanporfamﬂ 56772., 1m, 603

F.

relief

App'x 881, 883

from a court”); me aim 55mm

(1

7/.

Ammmz

1th Cir. 2015) (noting with approval that

“the district court granted defendant Aventura's motion to stay the arbitration pending resolution of
the disqualiﬁcation motion”).

24.

all

Temporarily staying the arbitration will not prejudice any party, and, in

of the parties.

Plaintiffs are

motivated to

possible, but the disqualiﬁcation issue

prejudiced because

it is

ﬁrst. Similarly,

Plaintiffs respectfully ask the

Status Conference

disqualiﬁcation motion

must be resolved

quickly as legally

Defendants cannot Claim to be

Court to enter an Order

on Defendants’ Emergency Motion

may be

set for hearing expeditiously,

to Disqualify

staying the

(ii)

No. 01—7—0007—4344) pending resolution of the disqualiﬁcation motion, and
relief as the

beneﬁt

MM motion, interposed only 60 before the ﬁnal hearing, that must resolved.

WHEREFORE,
Emergency

commence the ﬁnal arbitration hearing as

fact, will

Court deems

just

(i)

scheduling an

Counsel so that the

AAA proceeding

(iii)

granting such further

and proper.
Respectfully submitted,

FUERST ITTIEMAN DAVID & JOSEPH
Alfomeysfm Plaiﬂtﬁ
SunTrust International Center
One Southeast Third Avenue, Suite 1800
Marni, Florida 33131
Tel: (305) 350—5690
Fax; (305) 371—8989
Email: ajttleman@‘ﬁdjlaw.com

ajoseph@‘ﬁdjlaw.com
Secondary: lcabrera§Qﬁdjlawcom

Byz/s/

Andrew 5.

Andrew

S.

/5/

Ilf/eimm

Ittleman

Florida Bar

NO. 802441

Allan A. foxepb

Allan A. Joseph
Florida Bar

NO. 893137
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of this motion was served on April
to:

1,

2019 Via email

Christopher Scott Duke, Esq. (ChrisdukegQakermanLom).
By: /s/ Allan A. f0mpb

ALLAN A. JOSEPH
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THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND
FOR PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
IN

Received-

MATTHEW FESHBACH, individually
and

derivatively on behalf of

’

i

".

5‘

:m‘u":

OKYANOS

HOLDING COMPANY, LTD. and
OKYANOS HOLDING COMPANY, LTD.,

"
,

2mg

j

FIDJ

Plaintiffs,

vs.
mmmwwmwmmmwmwwmw

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY,
LTD., BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES,

CASE N0. 2017-005979—CI

LLC, NEW RESEARCH, LTD., and DR.
MARC PENN,
~

Defendants.

AGREED ORDER GRANTING IN PART DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS AND/OR COMPEL ARBITRATION
THIS CAUSE having come
Company,

Ltd.

before the Court upon Defendants’,

("00C"), Black Beret Life Sciences,

("New Research"), and

Dr.

Marc Penn

LLC

Okyanos Operating

New

("Black Beret"),

Research, Ltd.

("Dr. Penn") (collectively, the "Defendants"),

Motion

to

Dismiss and/or Compel Arbitration (the “Motion”), and the Court having been apprised of the

agreement of the
premises,

it is

parties,

having reviewed the foregoing, and being otherwise fully advised in the

hereby

ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows:
1.

Defendants' Motion

is

GRANTED

to

the extent Defendants seek an order

compelling the parties to arbitrate the claims and defenses of

arguments raised in Defendants' Motion were considered by
this

Agreed Order.

asserted in the

this lawsuit.

this Court,

None of the

other

nor are they decided in

Accordingly, Defendants have not waived any of those other arguments

Motion and they

subsequent proceeding.

are not precluded

from asserting them

in this or any other

By agreement ofthe parties, all claims, counterclaims and defenses which

were asserted or which could have been asserted in
certain arbitration proceeding before the

this action shall

be brought and raised in that

American Arbitration Association bearing Case No. Ol-

EXHIBIT
44103394;5

1

CASE NO. 20 l 7-005979-CI
Agreed Order on Motion to Dismiss
and/or

17-0007—4344 (the "Arbitration").

deemed

The

Compel

parties agree that the Plaintiffs in this action shall be

the “Claimants” in the Arbitration.

This case

2.

is

hereby stayed pending resolution of the Arbitration.

DONE AND ORDERED

in

Chambers

day of

,

in St. Petersburg, Pinellas County, Florida this

2018.

TRUE COPY
MAR

HONORABLE THOMAS H.
CIRCUIT JUDGE
Copies furnished

Andrew

to:

S. Ittleman

Allan A. Joseph

FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID & JOSEPH, PL
1001 Brickell Bay Drive, Suite 3 1 12
Miami, Florida 33 131
Tel: (305) 550-5690
Fax: (305) 371-8989
Primary Email: aittleman@fuerstlaw.com
Primary Email: ajoseph@fuerstlaw.com
Secondary Email: lassef@fuerstlaw.com
Counselfor Plaintiﬁs
Christopher

S.

Duke, Esq.

Jeffrey B. Pertnoy, Esq.

AKERMAN LLP
777 South Flagler Drive
Suite 1100, West Tower
West Palm Beach, Florida 33401
Telephone: (561) 653-5000
Facsimile: (561) 659-6313
Primary: chris.duke@akerman.com
Secondary: danielle.putnam@akerman.com
Primary: jeffrey.pertnoy@akerman.com
Secondary: marylin.herrera@akerman.com
Counselfor Defendants

441033945

Arbitration

1

5 2018

IIgIrEQSFI-E

Circuit

Minkoﬁ
Judge

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION

MATTHEW FESHBACH, individually and
on behalf of OKYANOS HOLDING
COMPANY, LTD. and OKYANOS HOLDING

derivatively

COWANY, LTD.
Claimants,

Case No. 01-17-0007-4344

-vs.-

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY, LTD.,
BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES, LLC,

NEW RESEARCH, LTD. and
DR. MARC PENN,
Respondents.

REVISED PROCEDURAL ORDER N0.

l

A preheating conference was conducted in this matter by telephone on April

11, 201 8,

was issued
thereaﬁer. Another conference call was conducted with counsel on November 21, 2018, and the
following revised Procedural Order is made respecting the conduct of this arbitration:
pursuant to written notice, and a Procedural Order (Procedural Order No.

1.

Parties

and Counsel. The

l)

parties to this arbitration are identiﬁed in the caption and

are represented as follows:

Cognsgl for Claimants
Allan A. Joseph

Andrew

S. Ittleman

Lenisse Assef (paralegal)
Fuerst Ittleman David

& Joseph

1001 Brisket! Bay Drive
Suite 31 12

Miami,

FL 33131

350-5690
Fax: (305) 371-8989
Tel: (305)

Email:

WWW

amlgmanﬂmemlammm

a1‘gsgph@fugrgtlaw,ggm

EXHIBIT

2

Counsel for Respondents

William Bruce Stanﬁll
E. Rogers

James

Akerman LLP
1300 Post Oak

Blvd., Suite

2500

Houston, Texas 77056

WWW

Tel: (713) 623-0887

Fax: (713) 960-1527
Email: william.stanﬁll@gkerman.com

Duke
Akerman LLP
Christopher

777 South Flagler Drive, Suite l 100
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Tel: (561) 671-3663
Fax: (561) 653-1500
Emails: Chris.duke@kerman.com
2. Arbitrators

Robert B. Davidson

JAMS
620 Eighth Avenue, 34th Floor

New York, NY

1001 8

Email: rdavidson@jamsadr.com

Mr. Davidson’s Case Manager:
Veronica Guevara

JAMS
620 Eighth Avenue,

34‘” Floor

Tel: (212) 607-2761

Fax: (212) 751-4099

Email: vguevara@jamsadr.com

Gary V. McGowan

McGowan Arbitration and

Dispute Resolution

5009 Caroline, Suite 100
Houston, Texas 77004
Email:

gau@mcgowan-adr.com

Juan

Rodriguez

J.

Carey Rodriguez

1395 Brickcll Ave., Suite 700

Miami, Florida 33 131
Email: irodrigge;@careyrodriguez.com

3.

AAA Case Manager

J.

Brian Jones

International Case Counsel
American Arbitration Association

International Centre for Dispute Resolution

120 Broadway, 2 15‘ Floor

New York, NY

10271
484-3262
Fax: (212) 246 7274
Tel: (212)

Email: JQhILSJﬂQdLQIg

On or about October

2017, Claimants (originally the named Respondents in the
Court ofthe 6‘” Judicial Circuit in Pinicllas County,
Florida (the “Florida litigation”) seeking to stay the arbitration which was originally commenced
4.

arbitration)

commenced

1,

suit in the Circuit

by the Respondents named above. The application to stay the arbitration was resolved in an
Agreed Order that realigned the parties, sent the case to arbitration and stayed the Florida
litigation. By agreement ofthe parties and the Tribunal, Claimants’ Veriﬁed Complaint ﬁled in
the Florida litigation constitutes the Statement of Claim in the arbitration. Respondents will have
until April l9, 2018 to serve and ﬁle their Answer to Claimant’s Statement of Claim together
with any counterclaims that they wish to assert. Claimants will have until April 30, 2018 to serve
and ﬁle a Reply to any counterclaims asserted by Respondents.
5.

This dispute arises out of several agreements including:

A Stock Purchase Agreement

dated effective as of January 24, 201 7 (the “SPA”), an

Employment Agreement dated April
“Employment Agreement”), and a Non-Disclosure, Non—Competition, and NonSolicitation Agreement (the “NDA”) dated April 21 2017.

2017

21,

(the

,

6.

Section

1

1.9

SPA providw that the parties will submit any disputes arising out

ofthe

SPA or any relationship created thereby to be administered by the American
Arbitration Association (the “AAA”) pursuant to its Commercial Arbitration Rules. Section 11.8

of or relating to the
ofthe

SPA provides that

it

to be

is

governed and construed

the State of Texas. Section 22(i) ofthe

in

accordance with the internal law of

Employment Agreement and Section

provide for the same arbitration regime as the

8.9 or the

NDA

SPA

with Section 11(h) of the Employment
Agreement and Section 8.8 of the
providing that those agreements shall be governed and
construed in accordance with the internal law of the State of Florida.

NDA

7.

of its

The parties have no

objection either to the composition ofthe Tribunal or the manner

selection.

8 .Final targeted document requests

may be served on December 3, 2018. Such

requests

are to be fully compliant with the

AAA Commercial RuleR-ZZ. The Tribunal takes a dim view of

sweeping verbal nets such as

documents relevant to” and

“all

“all

documents

relating to."

Any

meet and confer

objections that cannot be resolved in a

no

later

than

9.

December

shall

be brought to the panel’s attention

10, 2018.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Arbitrators,

a_ll

document production

will be completed

by December 28, 2018.
10. [Deleted]

ll. On or before December 28, 2018, the parties will advise the Arbitrators and the Case
Administrator of the venue for the hearings. If there is a dispute in that regard, it will be promptly

submitted to the Arbitrators

12.

On

who

shall

December

or before

determine the location of the hearings.

3,

2018 the

parties will advise the Arbitrators

intend to seek the issuance of subpoenas to compel third party testimony.
party witnesses
it

may be the subject of a subpoena application.

If the

shall write a letter to the Arbitrators specifying such objection

forth the reasons

non-requesting party objects,

by December

The

7. 2018.setting

why such a subpoena should not be issued. The Arbitrators will thereaﬁer decide

whether a subpoena for hearing testimony by a third party should be issued, and,
conditions.

whether they

No more than three third

inability to obtain third party

if so,

under what

testimony shall not constitute cause for any further

adjournment of the hearing dates.
be served by January 15, 2019.. Expert Reports responding
to reports submitted by the other side may be served on or before January 29, 2018. No outside
expert may testify at the hearings unless he or she has submitted a written expert report. Copies of
all expert witness reports will be served on the Arbitrators.
13.

Expert reports,

l4.

The

if any, will

direct testimony of fact witnesses will

Such witness statements

be presented

in written

witness statements.

will stand as that witness’s direct testimony. Written witness statements

on January 15, 2019. At the hearings, counsel for the side calling
that witness may also orally examine the witness. Such examination may exceed the scope ofthe
testimony set forth in the witness statement except to enable the witness to respond to documents
or statements that were served,, or which came to the witness’s attention, subsequent to January
15. 2019.. The witness will then be tendered for cross—examinatiorn. The cross-examination will
not be conﬁned to the scope of the direct testimony. Redirect examination limited to those points
raised on cross-examination will then be permitted as will re-cross examination limited to those
points raised on redirect examination. All witnesses must be made available for cross-cxamination
unless excused by the non-submitting side and the Arbitrators. Copies ofall fact witness statements
will be served on the Arbitrators.
will be served

by both

sides

15.

The Tribunal will not entertain

16.

On February

offer at the hearings

l7.

Any

on

3,

dispositive motions or motions in limine.

2019, each side will identify the written exhibits that they intend to

their cascs-in—chief or in rebuttal.

objections to the authenticity of an exhibit, and objections based

on

privilege or

settlement conﬁdentiality, shal} be communicated in writing to the other side with a copy to the

Arbitrators

by February

7,

2019.

Any

objections based on relevancy or the like are reserved for

the hearings. If objection(s) are raised to any document(s), the Arbitrators will determine the matter

of admissibility.

The parties will prepare ajoint bundle of exhibits, both in scarchable pdf form and hard
The exhibits shall be tabbed or otherwise identiﬁed and shall, if
in
practical, be presented
books that enable ease of access at the hearings. The arbitrators would
prefer a chronological listing of exhibits if the parties agree. At least six complete sets of the
l8.

copy, for use at the hearing.

one set for each side; one set for each Arbitrator and one set to be used
by the testifying witness. The Arbitrators’ copies ofthe exhibits shall, unless otherwise requested,
be delivered to them at the ﬁrst day of the hearings. Copies of the exhibits need not be submitted
exhibits shall be prepared:

to the

AAA.

l9. The parties may serve pre-hearing memoranda of no more than 40 pages in length on
February 20, 2019. The Respondents’ memorandum should address the issue ofwhether the Panel
can, in light of AAA Rule R—25, exclude Mr. Feshbach from any portion of the hearing for
consideration of AEO-designated exhibits.

20. Hearings will

March

2019. This

l,

is

commence on February
a ﬁrm

setting

and

25,

will not be

2019 and

will continue, if necessary, until

changed or continued absent exceptional

circumstances.

21

.

A status telephone conference will take place at 11 am (Eastern time) on February 21,

2019. At that conference, preheating procedures (identiﬁcation of party representatives, advance
notice of the order of witnesses and demonstrate exhibits etc.) will be set. For counsel’s
information, each side will have equal time to present its case (chess-clock approach).
22.

The hearings

will

be transcribed.

If only

one side wishes

to

pay for a

transcript the

AAA Rule relating to the use of that transcript will apply.
23. There will be a reasoned

The

Award.

have prepared, and the panel has ordered, a conﬁdentiality stipulation
may be disclosed in the course of the arbitration. Any
dispute over the designation of documents as “AEO” (or otherwise) shall be brought promptly to
the attention of the Arbitrators with copies of the documents involved. The panel will thereaﬁer
24.

parties

protecting conﬁdential information that

resolve any dispute.
25.

The

The exchanges provided

parte contact with the Arbitrators,

be simultaneous unless otherwise specified.
Exchange. Counsel or the parties may not have any ex

for herein shall

parties agree to participate in Direct

who

Communications and
pdf attachments as appropriate), always
copying opposing counsel. Service by mail shall be effective upon transmission. Counsel will
promptly acknowledge receipt by return email. Pdf documents submitted to the Panel should be
searchable. Please also send to arbin'ators Davidson and Rodriguez hard copies of any pdf
attachments exceeding ﬁve pages in length and send to all arbitrators hard copies ofthe fact witness
ﬁlings shall be

made by email

will all serve as neutral arbitrators.

to the Tribunal (with

statements, the expert reports and any cases (or links to the cases) cited in any

letters, reports

or

pre-hearing memoranda.

The parties are reminded to acquaint themselves with the Arbitrators’ cancellation
which may call for the payment of arbitrator fees and expenses in the event a hearing
cancelled or postponed within 60 days of its scheduled commencement date.
26.

policies

Dated:

November 26, 20 l 8

Robert B. Davidson

Gary V.

McGowan

.

is

statements, the expert reports and any cases (0r links to the cases) cited in any letters, reports or

pre—hearing memoranda.

The parties are reminded to acquaint themselves with the Arbitrators’ cancellation
policies which may call for the payment 0f arbitrator fees and expenses in the event a hearing
cancelled or postponed within 60 days of its scheduled commencement date.
26.

Dated:

November

26, 20 l 8

Robert B. Davidson

McGowan

ary

Juan

J.

Rodriguez

is

CASE NO.

01-17-0007—4344

MATTHEW FESHBACH and
OKYANOS HOLDING COMPANY, LTD,
AMERICAN ARBITRATION

Claimants,

ASSOCIATION

VS.
mmmmmmmmmmmm

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY,
BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES,

LTD.,

LLC,

NEW RESEARCH,

LTD., and DR.

MARC PENN,
Respondents.

RESPONDENT OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY, LTD.’S EMERGENCY
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID & JOSEPH
Okyanos Operating Company,
Fuerst Ittleman David

&

Ltd.

(“00C”) ﬁles

this

Emergency Motion

to Disqualify

Joseph (“FIDJ”) from representing Claimants Matthew Feshbach and

Okyanos Holding Company,

Ltd.,

pursuant to Florida Rules of Professional Conduct.

I.

BACKGROUND & SUMMARY
Several days ago,

in their witness

Okyanos Holding Company,

statements,

Claimants Matthew Feshbach and

Ltd., disclosed for the ﬁrst

previouslv represented Respondent

00C

on the speciﬁc

time that Mr. Ittleman and FIDJ

FDA

issues Claimants are placing at issue in these proceedings.

Feshbach’s Whistleblower claim, FIDJ
alleged failure to

comply With

that very

In fact, Mr. Ittleman ﬁled his

is

suing

same

own

its

Now,

since he

is

OOC

in connection With

former client based, in

part,

Mr.

on OOC’s

FDA import and export advice.

fact witness statement disclosing for the ﬁrst

he intends to testifv against his former client and allege that
regulatory advice

import and export regulatory

previously retained and paid

him

OOC

to provide.

time that

violated the very

That

is

same

doubly improper

apparently doing so on a contingency—fee basis tied to the outcome of this case (and,

1

EXHIBIT
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3

ostensibly, the effectiveness of his

OOC

neither

own

testimony against his former

nor any Respondent ever violated any

— Mr.

beside the point however

FDA

client).

To be

certain,

import or export regulation. That

Ittleman and FIDJ's prior representation of

OOC

is

and Witness

statement against their former client are a Violation of the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct
requiring disqualiﬁcation.

II.

APPLICABILITY OF THE RULES REGULATING THE FLORIDA BAR

AAA

Under the

Commercial Disputes

owe

Rules,

(the

the Panel follows the

Code of

Ethics

“AAA Code”) Which stresses that arbitrators,

for Arbitrators

as dispensers ofjustice,

a duty to the public and the parties to prevent conﬂicts of interest or unethical conduct.

Panel

is

also charged With resolving all issues in dispute

between the

parties

follow their

own

Ittleman, that

rules

own

individual state bars, are duty

of professional conduct, particularly in

means they

are

this

The

When empaneled

under a broad form arbitration clause such as those between the parties here.1 Counsel to
international proceeding, as attorneys of their

in

this

bound

to

context? For FIDJ and Mr.

bound by the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct.

Florida Rule of Professional Conduct 4-8.5 speciﬁcally provides that “[a] lawyer

admitted to practice in this jurisdiction

1

SOC-SMG,

is

subject to the disciplinary authority of this jurisdiction

&

Zimmermann, Ina, 2010 Del. Ch. LEXIS 195 at *8-9 (Del. Ch. Sept. 15,
it is not surprising that arbitrators have ruled on disqualiﬁcation and privilege motions and
courts have refused to intervene on an interlocutory basis to either ﬁrst — or second — guess those rulings.

See, e.g.,

Inc.

v.

Day

2010) ("For that reason,
that

Rather, the interests of justice are served

by charging

the arbitrators with deciding the overall matter, including

and disqualiﬁcation motions, in the ﬁrst instance") and cases cited therein. See,
also, Bensra v. Mitchell Silberberg Knupp, LLP, 96 Cal. App. 4‘11 96, 116 Cal. Rptr. 2d 644, 660 (Cal. App. 2002)
("More importantly, the party raising the conﬂict issue should not be discouraged ﬁom having it addressed in the
ﬁrst instance by the tribunal most familiar with the facts — the arbitration panel").
allegations of discovery abuse

2

See, e.g.,

Image Technical Services

("Whether a matter

is

Inc.

v.

Eastman Kodak

C0.,

829 F.Supp., 1212,

international, multinational, or domestic, the standard

1218 (N.D. Cal. 1993)
of conduct for explanation of material

of interest is the same. A duty to the client of undivided loyalty and necessity
of informed client consent to adverse representation applies internationally no matter how difﬁcult the
communication hurdles. Law is a profession of service premised upon representation of the client with the highest
facts underlying a potential conﬂict

duty of loyalty and the deepest regard for the trust of the
[counsel].")
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client.

Therefore, policy requires the disqualiﬁcation of

although engaged in practice elsewhere.” The

comment

thereto explains that “[i]n

practice lawyers frequently act outside the territorial limits of the jurisdiction in

modern

Which they are

licensed to practice, either in another state or outside the United States. In doing so, they remain
subject to the governing authority of the jurisdiction in

Which they are licensed

to practice.” R.

Regulating Fla. Bar 4-8.5, cmt.

That means the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct
understood

ABA Model Rules — apply to FIDJ and Mr.

—

based upon the well

Ittleman in this situation.3

III.

UNDER THE FLORIDA
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

FIDJ IS DISQUALIFIED

The

rules

on suing

clients are well

known. Here, FIDJ and Mr. Ittleman are Violating

Florida Rule of Professional Conduct 4-1.9.4

relevant part, that a lawyer

Who

They must be disqualiﬁed. Rule

4-1.9 provides, in

has formerly represented a client in a matter must not

afterwards “represent another person in the same or a substantially related matter in Which that

person’s interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former

client gives

informed consent.” See R. Regulating

Fla.

Bar 4-1.9 (emphasis added).5 This rule

places afﬁrmative duties on the lawyers, ﬁrst to disclose the conﬂict (including

3

See Robert M.

Jarvis, “Arbitration Ethics,” in Alternate

Dispute Resolution

in

by providing

Florida (2nd Ed. The Florida Bar,

1995).
4

As

a result, FIDJ and Mr. Ittleman are also Violating Rule 4-1.16 which provides, in relevant part, that “a lawyer

shall not represent a client or,

client

giving FIDJ the beneﬁt of the doubt that FIDJ

terminated

current

its

client,

shall withdraw ﬁom the representation of a
of the Rules of Professional Conduct or 1aw[.]” OOC is

where representation has commenced,

(1) the representation will result in Violation

if:

— at some point before

suing

OOC originally in Florida State Court —

OOC (despite no notice being given). Otherwise, FIDJ would be suing a
and Rule 4-1 .7 would apply similar disclosures and consent standards.

prior resprestation of

5

Under the Preamble to Chapter 4 of Florida's Rules of Professional Conduct, "informed consent denote to the
agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated adequate information
and explanation about the material risk and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of conduct."
Likewise, the comments explain that obtaining a conformed consent will usually require and afﬁrmative response

by the

client or other person. In general, a

47549190;1

lawyer

may not assume

consent from a

client's or other person's silence."

disclosure of relevant facts), and second, to then obtain the client's thusly—informed consent to

proceed.6 That never happened here.
Florida law presents a two-part test for disqualiﬁcation under Rule 4-1 .9:

an attorney-client relationship existed, thereby giving rise to
an irrefutable presumption that conﬁdences were disclosed during
the relationship, and
(1)

Which the law ﬁrm subsequently represented the
interest adverse to the former client was the same or substantially
related to the matter in which it represented the former client.7
(2) the matter in

Matters are “substantially related” “so long as the ﬁrst matter could reasonably be understood as
important to the issues involved in the present matter.”8

Both prongs are satisﬁed
compliance With

FDA

OOC

by providing advice on

speciﬁc import and export regulations, and now, in connection With Mr.

Feshbach’s Whistleblower claim, FIDJ
failure to

FIDJ represented

here:

suing

is

its

former client based, in

comply With those regulations (apparently based precisely on

OOC).9 This was sworn

that

part,

same

on

its

alleged

prior advice to

Mr. Ittleman’s witness statement as excerpted (and

to in detail in

highlighted) below:

6

See, e.g.,

The Florida Bar

v.

Dunagan, 731 So.

Dunagan argues, it is not the responsibility of the
The rules require the actual consent of the client

2“d 1237, 1241 (Fla. 1999) ("Additionally, contrary t0

What
newest attorney to raise the issue of conﬂict.
consultation, and as the comment to Rule 4-1.7 states, it is

client or the client's
after

'primarily the responsibility of the lawyer undertaking the [conﬂicting] representation' to obtain the necessary

consents").
7

State

Farm Mut.

Auto. Ins. C0.

v.

KA.W., 575

So.

2d 630, 632

(Fla.

1991); see also, Chessler

v.

All

Am.

Semiconductor, Ina, 225 So. 3d 849, 852 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2016).
8

WL

Hernandez, N0. 13-20429-CR, 2013
5313311, *3 (SD. Fla. Sept. 20, 2013); see also, In re Skyway
Commc’ns Holding Corp, 415 B.R. 859, 869 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2009) (ﬁnding two representations to be
substantially related where both “involve the same underlying facts or allegedly fraudulent scheme, and that a
reasonable person would undersmnd that the important issues in both cases are related”).
9

U.S.

v.

OOC’s change

in ownership as a result

foundation of corporate law
if not affected

by changes

Express Oﬂice Prods,

47549190;1

is that,

in

Inc.

v.

its

of the stock purchase

is

irrelevant for purposes of this analysis. “[A]

unlike a partnership or a sole proprietorship, the existence of a corporate entity

ownership or changes in management.” In re Skyway, 415 B.R.
847 So. 2d 406, 411 (Fla. 2003)).

Phillips,

at

869

(citing Corp.

As it pertains

6.

Operating

Company (00C)

to this case, before

to

Okyanos Holding Company (OHC) sold Okyanos

New Research Ltd., my law ﬁrm,

under the direction of myself and

my late partner, Mitchell Fuerst, advised OOC in various coxporate and compliance matters, including
but not limited to

FDA import and export regulations pertaining to stem cells.

During the time of our representation, out law ﬁrm was instrumental in designing the

8.

infrastructure

upon which Okyanos was able to operate in compliance with various U.S. and Bahamian

laws.

We advised Mr. Feshbach and Okyanos on all of these issues?

15.

Focusing on the export issue present in

1 8.

Okyanos
States t0

at the

this case,

we

advised Mr. Feshbach and

time ﬁne memoranda were prepared against shipping autologous tissue from the United

The Bahamas because the shipment would have required FDA permission Which was unlikely

to be provided. W'e based our advice in large part 011

FDA’S Guidance,

Epspam' Under f/Je PD_—1 Empan‘

Reform mid Ellbmzce/ﬁeﬂt—lrf 0f 7996, Which was published in 2007 and is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

20.

forth below,

26.

Dudng

the time

we were

none of these three export pathways were

legally available to

Okyanos.

Throughout the time dmt we represented Mr. Feshbach and Okyanos, none of these

export pathways were available, and

from the United

47549190;1

advising Mr. Feshbach and Okymlos, for the reasons set

States to

we

therefore strongiy advised against shipping autologous tissue

The Bahamas.

27.

When we were

First,

misbmnded products from the United
to

do

so, either

advising Okyanos,

States to

would have been necessary to

28.

Next,

manufacturing a

ship adultemted or

The Bahamas because Okyanos

lacked the approval

from the U.S. or Bahamian govemment. Likewise, to the extent the adulterated or

misbtanded drugs would have been autologous
States that

Okyanos could not

When we wexe

partially

tissue,

satisfy the

Okyanos lacked the. infrastructure in the United

requirements set forth in 21 U.S.C. § 381(e)(1).

advising Okyanos,

Okyanos could not

processed biological product for a variety 0f reasons.

product that would have been exported from the United States was more

establish that

it

First, at that time,

likely a

was
any

ﬁnished product

(Le.

source plasma or souxce leukocytes) than a partially processed one. Similarly, neither Okyauos nor any
associated U.S. facility

had

registered With

FDA, was

compliant With

cGMP,

or had infrastructure in

the U.S. necessary to satisfy the standards 0f 42 U.S.C. § 262(11). Finally, because Okyanos’s
facility

did not have the mmmfactuning

“partially

facilities

necessary to complete the manufacturing of a

processed biological product,” this exemption was not viable.

29.

Finally,

dudng

the time

we were

unapproved drugs from the United States

t0

advising Okyanos,

The Bahamas pursuant to

Okyanos could not ship any
2'1

U.S.C. § 382 because

had not certiﬁed that The Bahamian regulatory system was sufﬁcient for the

30.

Thus, throughout the time that

regardless of Whether any

deemed

to

human

tissue

we were

advising Mr. Feshbach and Okyanos,

Okyanos may have needed

be an adulterated ox misbxanded drug, a

FDA

receipt of such products.

partially

to export to

The Bahamas was

processed biological product, or an

unapproved drug, Okyanos could not have done so in compliance With applicable law.
Mr. Feshbach about this on numerous occasions throughout our representation.
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Bahamian

We

advised

This situation closely resembles US. ex
Supplies, Ina,

rel.

Bumbury

Medicare.” Prior

to the lawsuit being ﬁled, a

Med-Care concerning compliance With

to

representation,

representation)

certain

two attorneys With the ﬁrm (one of
left

and

to disqualify the

The court held

started

their

own ﬁrm.

company submitted

Medicare

Whom
This

regulations.“

had participated

new ﬁrm

that the attorney’s prior representation

comply With the regulations about Which
same

Med.

false claims

During

in the

ultimately

this

Med-Care
undertook

The court granted Med-Care’s

new law ﬁrm.

related to the instant matter because, inter alia,

the

&

law ﬁrm represented and provided legal advice

representation of the qui tam employees against Med-CaIe.

motion

Med—Care Diabetic

where former employees of Med-CaIe, a medical equipment company, brought a

qui tam action against their former employer, alleging that the

to

v.

it

of Med-Care was substantially

Med-Care was being sued

for its failure to

sought advice from the attorney’s prior ﬁrm. That

is

Similarly, the complaint contained allegations directly relating to

situation here.

information the attorney was admittedly privy to While representing Med-CaIe and the attorney

and his prior ﬁrm’s representation of Med-Care overlapped With the time period in Which many
of the alleged

illegal acts

occurred.” Again, same here. Since the two matters were indeed

substantially related, the court irrebuttably

presumed

that relevant conﬁdential information

disclosed to the attorney during the former period of representation.”

1°

11

12

13

U.S. ex rel.
Id. at

1271.

Id. at

1277.

Id. at

Bumbury

v.

Med—Care Diabetic

1277 (citing Freund

v.

& Med.

Supplies, Ina, 101 F. Supp.

As

was

a result, the attorney

3d 1268 (SD.

Fla. 2015).

Butterworth, 165 F.3d 839, 859 (11th Cir. 1999). In addition to the irrefutable

presumption of conﬁdences, the court also found that the attorney was actually privy to some conﬁdential
information by Virtue of his access to Med—Care’s ﬁles and participation in calls with Med—Care’s principles. 101 F.
Supp. 3d at 1277. The law ﬁrm argued that even if the attorney obtained conﬁdences, Med—Care had waived the
conﬁdential nature of these communications by asserting good faith reliance on counsel afﬁrmative defenses and
in open court. The court rejected this argument, noting that the law ﬁrm was

by discussing the communications
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was found
1.9(a)

to

have pursued the case under an actual conﬂict of

interest in Violation

of the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct. Again, the same

is

of Rule 4-

true here.

For these same reasons, FIDJ’s representation of Claimants in these proceedings
prohibitive. This matter

is

being sued by

regulations about

its

and FIDJ’s prior representation of OOC are substantially

former counsel and

Which

it

CEO

for

its

alleged failure to

related.

is

OOC

comply With the

paid for and received legal advice from FIDJ. Mr. Ittleman’s

testimony contains allegations directly relating to information he was admittedly privy to While
representing

OOC. There

illegal act(s)

is

overlap between

When FIDJ represented

forming the basis of Mr. Feshbach’s Whistleblower claim occurred. Not only do

both representations involve the same legal theories

— and parties,

OOC

but both also involve

on how

allegations,

OOC and When the alleged

to

comply With

many of the same

FDA

engaged in a scheme

— compliance With
facts.

certain

At the same time FIDJ was advising

regulations, Respondents were, according to Claimants’

to Violate these regulations.”

After determining a conﬂict of interest existed, the court in
disqualiﬁcation of the law

FDA regulations

ﬁrm was

Bumbury held

that

necessary in light of several factors, including the nature of

conﬂating the protections afforded by the attorney-client privilege and the prohibition against attorneys operating

under conﬂicts of interest:
Maintaining the conﬁdentiality of information and protecting client conﬁdences
is

not the only justiﬁcation for disqualiﬁcation; instead, the rule also serves to

maintain the integrity of the legal ﬁeld and encourage clients to speak freely
with counsel. Because the doctrines of “attorney—client privilege” and “conﬂict

of interest” “serves different purposes and are not coextant, it cannot be inferred
waives his attorney’s conﬂict of interest solely because he had

that a client

waived
Id. at
14

his attorney-client privilege.”

1278 (citing In re Skyway Comm. Holding Corp, 415 B.R. 859, 868 (M.D. Fla. 2009)).

See U.S. ex
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rel.

Bumbury, 101

F. Supp.

3d

at 1277.

the ethical Violation, the public’s perception of the profession, and the prejudice to the parties.”

These same factors (and analysis) require disqualiﬁcation of FIDJ here.

Any argument
through

its

that

OOC

representation of

proceeding ignores the fact
provide a

list

was not prejudiced because

OOC

of speciﬁc conﬁdences
it is

it

any prejudice

temporary inconvenience

insofar

shared With

irrelevant

those conﬁdences have since been revealed

Additionally,

FIDJ received

was made public or would have been uncovered

OOC

in applying the irrebuttable presumption,

that,

presumption has been invoked,

the information

to

as

is

What the

FIDC.”
actual

in this

need not

In other words, “[o]nce the

conﬁdences were. Thus, whether

not dispositive.”17

Claimants would amount to nothing more than a
they Will

be required to

seek

out

new

counsel.

“Notwithstanding this temporary prejudice, ﬁnding qualiﬁed attorneys to sign on to a case

Where a

substantial portion

of the work has already been performed would seem to be anything

but impossible?”

Most
that

he

is

importantly, in blatant disregard of his obligations to

00C, Mr.

Ittleman testiﬁes

using the information he acquired in the course of his representation of

disadvantage and to the purported advantage of Mr. Feshbach (and his

connection With his Whistleblower claim. Not only

own

is this antithetical to

OOC

to its

contingency fee) in

the Professional Rules

of Conduct in Florida (and every other jurisdiction) but also the ﬁmdamentals of a

fair

adversary system: “Our legal system cannot ﬁmction fairly or effectively if an attorney has an
informational advantage in the form of conﬁdences gained during a former representation of his

15

Id. at 1279 (citing Great Am. Ins. C0.
1994857, *2 (S.D. Fla. May 6, 2008)).

16

17

18

See

id.

Id.
Id.

47549190;1

(citing R. Regulating Fla.

v.

Gen. Contractors

Bar 4-1 .9).

&

Const. Mgmt., Ina,

N0. 07-21489-CIV, 2008

WL

client’s current

opponent?” Such an

ethical Violation “only serves to perpetuate the perception

that lawyers elevate their self—interests

To be 100%

certain,

clients.

This

is

Respondents violated no FDA, Bahamian or

whatsoever. Never. That, however,
Fuerst Ittleman David

above those of their

irrelevant to this situation

is

no small factor?”

US

laws in

this

matter

and Claimants’ counsel

—

& Joseph — must be disqualiﬁed.”
IV.

CONCLUSION & PRAYER
Respondent Okyanos Operating Company, Ltd. (“00C”) respectfully request
Panel disqualify Fuerst Ittleman David

and Okyanos Holding Company,
including costs, expenses and fees

& Joseph from serving as counsel for Matthew Feshbach

Ltd., in this matter;

—

that the

to

Which they are

and for

all

other and further relief

—

entitled.

Respectfully submitted,

AKERMAN LLP
By: /S/ Wm. Bruce Stanﬁll
Wm. Bruce Stanﬁll

Akerman LLP
State

Bar No. 19034350

Email: william.stanﬁll@akerman.com

James E. Rogers
State Bar No. 2405 1265
Email: iames.rogers@akerman.com
1300 Post Oak B1Vd., Suite 2500
Houston, Texas 77056-3000
Telephone: (713) 623-0887
Facsimile: (713) 960-1527

19

2°

21

State

Farm Mut.

U.S. ex. rel.

Auto. Ins. C0.

Bumbury, 101

Respondents

OOC, Black

Ittleman serving as

trial

v.

KA. W., 575 So.2d

F. Supp.

3d

630, 632 (Fla. 1991).

at 1279.

Beret Life Sciences,

LLC,

New Research,

Ltd.,

and Dr. Marc Penn also object

to

Mr.

counsel for Claimants because he testiﬁed as a witness on their behalf. Rule 4-3.7 prohibits

an attomey ﬁom testifying at proceedings in which he is also an advocate except in speciﬁc circumstances which
have no application here. See, Rule 4-3.7. In addition, Respondents also object to Mr. Ittleman’s proffered expert
testimony as a Violation of Rule 4-3.4 which prohibits the use of an expert witness who has a contingent—fee
interest in the outcome of the case. R. Regulating Fla. Bar 4-3.4.

10
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instrument is being served pursuant to the AAA Rules.
I

Andrew

S.

Ittleman

Allan A. Joseph

FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID & JOSEPH, PL
1001 Brickell Bay Drive, Suite 3 1 12
Miami, Florida 33 13 1
/S/ James E. Rogers
James E. Rogers
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Robert Davidson
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Gary
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RDavidson@IAMSADR.com

Email: vggevara@‘jams.adr.com
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Juan J Rodriguez
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Brian Johns, LL.M.
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Email: lohns (Qadrorg
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Emergency Motion

Re: Opposition to

Malfbeu/ Fexbbatb and

to Disqualify

ijams Holding C077¢zmjg

Ltd.

FID]

as Counsel for Claimants

ijzmos

7/.

Operating C077¢myg Ltd,

6t

(11.,

Case No.: 0147—0007—4344

Dear

Panel:

Disqualiﬁcz lion ofcounse] 1's 2 dmstic remedy that 1's applied
spzu'ngly. Because 2 patty 1's presumptively entitled to the
counsel of 111's choice, that tight may be ovem'dden only 1'1"
compelling reasons exist}

We

Panel the following essential

1.

deny Respondents’ “emergency” motion to

respectfully ask the Panel to

undersigned counsel. Before

law

This

ﬁrm

we proceed

to respond to Respondents’ legal arguments,

(FIDJ)

OOC

and

its

predecessor

The

legal advice

(Fuerst

Ittleman

PL)

advised

regarding various regulatory matters, including those

relevant to the jurisdiction of the United States

2.

offer the

facts:

Mr. Feshbach and
the time that the

disqualify

we

Okyanos medical

FDA in

was open

facility

rendered during that representation

memoranda, which are attached to Mr.
B and C. (the “2012 Memoranda”).

the year 2012, prior to

for business.

is

memorialized in three

legal

Ittleman’s Witness Statement as Exhibits

A,

1

P/mmm

Appx. 765 (11th

Suppl], Inc.

Cir.

y.

Stem, 14—80374—CIV,

2014

WL 4261011, at *1

(S.D. Fla.

Aug. 28, 2014), affd, 671 Fed.

2016) (internal citations omitted).
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3.

the time we advised Mr. Feshbach and OOC, the only medical treatment
contemplated at Okyanos involved the processing of a patient’s autologous
adipose tissue (fat) in a Cytori Celution device, and the use of the resulting cellular

At

material to address patients’ cardiac indications.

4.

At the time we advised Mr. Feshbach and OOC, neither we nor Mr. Feshbach had
even heard of Advanced Regen, nor was it contemplated to be administered at
Okyanos.

5.

We

did not advise Mr. Feshbach or

OOC

regarding any regulatory matters

subsequent to 2015.

6.

Mr. Ittleman does not offer expert witness testimony in his Witness Statement,
and he Will not do so at the Final Hearing.

had no involvement in OHC’s sale of OOC to Respondents, and did not
advise Mr. Feshbach regarding his Employment Agreement.

7.

We

8.

Mr. Ittleman has never advised the

new owners and

operators of

OOC regarding

any matter, including Advanced Regen, and knows nothing about it other than
what has been revealed in discovery in this Arbitration. Mr. Ittleman will offer no
testimony in that regard.

9.

Respondents and

their counsel

have had access to the 2012 Memoranda

at issue

here long before they ﬁled their motion.
is an extreme remedy and is treated with skepticism under Florida
Yang Eﬂmprms, 1m.
Geoga/zk, 988 So. 2d 1180, 1183 (Fla. 1“ DCA 2008) (“Disqualiﬁcation
(t!
of an attorney is an extraordinary remedy 211d must be sought With reasonable promptaes
using the motion as a tool to deprive [the movant's] opponent of counsel of his choice
to prevent
after completing substantial preparation of the case.’ Such motions are “generally viewed with
skepticism because
[they] are often interposed for tactical purposes”) (citations and internal

Disqualiﬁcation of counsel

law. See

7/.

quotations omitted) (emphasis

added»?

WL

121 70353, at *2 (S.D. Fla. Nov. 25,
See aka United 5mm y. EMIg/adex C011, Ina, N0. 12—60185—CIV, 2013
201 3) (“A party seeking t0 disqualify his opponent's attorney bears a heavy burden, since motions t0 disqualify have the
potential for strategic abuse and are disfavored. In deciding a motion t0 disqualify, the court must ‘be conscious 0f the
2

between the need t0 ensure ethical conduct 0n the party 0f the lawyers
which include the litigant's right t0 freely choose counsel.’ Since
disqualiﬁcation is a harsh sanction, often working substantial hardship 0n the client, it should be resorted t0 sparingly. A
party presumptively is entitled t0 counsel 0f his choice, and that right may be overridden only if compelling reasons exist”)
(citations and internal quotations omitted». Recent decisions from Texas and New York are in accord. See In re 5]”er
Nat. Rm, LLC, N0. 04—17—00601—CV, 2018
340127, at *2 (Tex. App. Jan. 10, 201 8) (“Disqualiﬁcation is a severe
responsibility t0 preserve a reasonable balance

appearing before

it

and other

social interests,

WL

can cause immediate harm by depriving a party 0f its chosen counsel and disrupting court proceedings.
In re Sanders, 153 S.W.3d at 57. Courts must adhere t0 an exacting standard when considering motions t0 disqualify so as
t0 discourage their use as a dilatory trial tactic”); Matter ofCo/ello, 167 A.D.3d 1445 (N.Y. App. Div. 2018) (‘With respect

remedy because

it

t0 that part 0f the

motion seeking t0

disqualify Allen

from representing petitioner, we note

that

it is

0f particular concern
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Notwithstanding their feigned “apologetic” presentation, these indisputable facts reveal
Respondents’ “Emergency” Motion to Disqualify as simply one more in a long line of deliberately
staged litigation tactics designed to distract the Panel from the merits of the case, and strategically to
waste Claimants’ time, energy, and resources during the ﬁnal preparation for
forth below, Respondents’ Motion must be denied.

A.

The “Emergency” Motion

to Disqualify is

The Emergency Motion to Disqualify should be denied, just as
is

Substantively, as set

Untimely

previously styled “emergency motion” to deposit the net Phase
situation

trial.

this

Panel denied Respondents’

H payments into escrow, because this

not an “emergency” under Commercial Rule 38.

In fact, far from being an emergency, Respondents have (1/11/5015 known about the 2012
Memoranda, and most speciﬁcally, the October 2, 2012 memo advising Mr. Feshbach that an FDA
license was required to export certain biologic materials outside the United States (the “FIDJ Memo”).
The FID] Memo was attached to an email that has been sitting in Mr. Feshbach’s Okyanos Outlook
Inbox since October 3, 2012, which was and still is maintained on a server in the exclusive possession

of Respondents.

How do we know this? First, because Respondents produced the

October 2, 2012 memo as
on August 13, 201 8. Given the history of discovery disputes
in this case, it is patently Clear that Respondents and their Team of lawyers knew of the contents of
the documents they produced. See Exhibit A hereto (Bates Nos. BOK 34569 to 34573).
part of their discovery in this Arbitration

Second, also on August 13, 201 8, Respondents produced an email dated May 18, 201 7 in which
Mr. Feshbach inquired if Mr. Ittleman was available to discuss a new matter about “regulatory
concerns regarding export license requirements of a cocultured more than minimally manipulated
B hereto. Notably, this email was sent in Mr. Feshbach’s

product (Advanced Regen).” See Exhibit

personal capacity. Mr. Feshbach Closed his cover email with the following memorable phrase: “This
is a ‘nuclear option’ for me but I have been left with no choice.”

Why is this so memorable, and why do we especially know that counsel for Respondents knew
about it? Because in their Second Request for Production, dated August 24, 201 8, Respondents sought
all documents “related to your ‘nuclear option’ of making claims against the Respondents in this matter
in early 2017.” See Exhibit C hereto, Request No. 40. Thus, we know that Respondents’ and their
counsel have helped themselves to Mr. Feshbach’s Okyanos email inbox which contains Feshbach’s
private emails

WM bispermm/ comm], and have unabashedly reviewed the emails between Mr. Feshbach

and undersigned counsel.

t0 the courts that ‘motions t0 disqualify are frequently used as an offensive tactic, inﬂicting hardship

0n

the current client

and delay upon the courts by forcing disqualiﬁcation even though the Client's attorney is ignorant 0f any conﬁdences 0f
the prior client. Such motions result in a loss 0f time and money, even if they are eventually denied. [The Court oprpeals]
and others have expressed concern that such disqualiﬁcation motions may be used frivolously as a litigation tactic when
there is n0 real concern that a conﬁdence has been abused”) (citations omitted».
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Make no

mistake: there is no merit to the motion to disqualify, as discussed below. But even
were an ounce of merit, the motion does not constitute an “emergency” pursuant to
Commercial Rule 38(6) because Respondents have sat on this information since, at the very latest,
August 2018. Rather than ﬁnding themselves in a true “emergency,” Respondents’ instead ﬁnd
themselves hoisted by their petatd in having deliberately delayed ﬁling the motion until it seemed most
apropos to harass Claimants. By sitting on this issue, Respondents’ are estopped from contesting and
have knowingly waived the right to contest the representation of Claimants by FID]. Likewise,
Respondents cannot show they will suffer “immediate and irreparable loss or damage” as required
under Rule 38(6) because Mr. Ittleman has no knowledge that he could possibly reveal about Advanced
Regen or the current operations of Okyanos.
if there

The motion
ago. It

which

too

is

it is

now

is

untimely and should have been pursued,

to derail these proceedings because Respondents

headed or because they seek to delay the ﬁnal

if at all,

do not

many months

like the direction in

resolution.

OOC Voluntarily Waived The Privilege

B.

As

late

to disqualify

a threshold matter, the Panel should address whether

privilege with respect to the subject matter

OOC has waived the attorney—Client

of Mr. Ittleman’s witness statement.

on October 3, 2012, Mr. Feshbach forwarded the FID] Memo to a third party,
Dr. Conville S. Brown, the CEO of The Cancer Centre Eastern Caribbean, without marking it as
privileged and without asking Dr. Brown to maintain its conﬁdence. See Exhibit D hereto.
This

is

because,

Thus, as the holder of the privilege, and as

of

OOC,

CEO of OOC at the time, Mr. Feshbach, on behalf

voluntarily waived any attorney—Client privilege that might otherwise have attached to the

Memo by disclosing it to Dr. Brown. See AG Beaumont 7, LLC

Welly Fago Bank, NA., 160 So.
2d DCA 2015) (“Generally, the attorney—client privilege is waived when one holding
the privilege makes a voluntary disclosure to a third party”); § 90.507, Fla. Stat. (“A person who has
a privilege against the disclosure of a conﬁdential matter or communication waives the privilege if the
person, or the person’s predecessor while holder of the privilege, voluntarily discloses or makes the
communication when he or she does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy, or consents to
disclosure of, any signiﬁcant part of the matter or communication”).

FID]

3d 510, 512

The

widely

applied

Client privilege is that the

matter.” See United

May 22,

7/.

(Fla.

5mm

7/.

standard

for

determining

the scope of

a waiver of attorney—

other communications relating to the same subject
04—20250—CR—TORRES,
2007
1521499, at *2 (SD. Fla.
Batbymk], No.

waiver applies to

“all

WL

2007) (Citing Forfﬂmzes

Cmp

7/.

50/0

Cup

C0.,

412 F.3d 1340, 1349 (Fed.

Cir. 2005)).

OOC waived the attorney—client privilege with respect to the subject
2012 memo, there is no possibility that any ‘privileged” information is at

Accordingly, given that

matter of the October
issue that

would

3,

require disqualiﬁcation.
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C. There

is

Absolutely

No Conﬂict of Interest

Rule 4—1.9 of the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct provides, in relevant
lawyer

who

part, that “[a]

has formerly represented a client in a matter must not afterwards...represent another

person in the

same

or a substantially related matter in which that person’s interests are materially

adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former client gives informed consent.”

(Emphasis added).

Under Rule 4—1 .9, the party moving to disqualify opposing counsel must show that “the matter
which the law ﬁrm subsequently represented the interest adverse to the former client is the same
matter or substantially similar to the matter in which it represented the former client.” Hea/tb Care é“
Brad/e 944 So. 2d 508, 511—12 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006).
Ref. Cmp ofAM. 1m.

in

7/.

,

Respondents cannot meet

their

heavy burden.

Respondents’ ﬁrst basis to disqualify FID]
Mr. Feshbach’s whistleblower Claim, FID] is suing

rests

on

the allegation:

former

its

“Now,

in connection with

on OOC’S

Client based, in part,

comply with that very same FDA import and export advice” See Mot. at
not at all what this case is about. To the contrary, Claimants are not suing

failure to

that

is

alleged

Yet, in reality,

OOC for failing to

comply with the 2012 advice given to Mr. Feshbach

As

OOC

1.

previously referenced, in 2012

in the

we provided

FID] Memo.

a legal

memorandum

to Mr.

Feshbach and

regarding regulatory issues associated with the export of autologous fat from the U.S. to

Bahamas. Signiﬁcantly, Mr. Feshbach’s Claims here

d0 not pertain to whether OOC

The

refused to follow

(a) whether Mr. Feshbach was wrongful
terminated; (b) whether Respondents retaliated against Mr. Feshbach because Mr. Feshbach refused
to engage in conduct which be in good faith believed to be illegal; (C) whether Respondents owe
Mr. Feshbach backpay and other contractual compensation; and (d) whether Respondents lied to
Mr. Feshbach and OHC about their earn—outs due to Respondents’ ﬁnancial operational

Instead, the Claims at issue are based on:

that advice.

improprieties.

To be

clear,

Mr. Feshbach

not suing Respondents for violating U.S. or Bahamian

is

lawsf nor would Mr. Feshbach have such standing. Likewise, this is a not a gm tam lawsuit and Mr.
Feshbach is not suing in the capacity of a relator.4 This is an action by Claimants to recover damages
caused by Respondents’ failure to be truthful in their pre—contractual negotiations and Respondents’
dishonest post—contractual behavior.

We have n0 personal knowledge 0f what OOC did t0 comply with the laws following Feshbach’s termination.
OOC did t0 comply with the laws following the Memo that Respondents now

3

Indeed,

we have n0 knowledge 0f what

seek t0 rely upon.
4

By

The engagement 0f FID] was

contrast, In

US. ex

rel.

Bumhug

y.

three relators, wing 0n behalf 0f the United

Fla.),

Medicare.

and duration.

limited in scope

Med—Care Diabetic

5mm,

e’y‘Med.

Supp/m, Ina, 101 F. Supp. 3d 1268, 1270 (S.D.

accused the corporate defendants 0f submitting

false claims t0

An associate 0f Broad & Cassel, which represented one 0f the Medicare providers in the same regulatory matters
work for the law ﬁrm that ultimately represented one 0f the Relators. Here,
whether Okyanos is actually liable, criminally 0r otherwise, for failing t0 comply
Bahamian) regulations. That is a matter for the respective governments and/or relators, and their respective

(marketing and patient solicitation) went t0
there

with

is

n0

issue before the Panel as t0

FDA (0r

counsel, as the case

may

be.
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The second
In

basis to disqualify

fact,

is

based on the following

Mr. Ittleman ﬁled his

own fact Witness

false contention:

statement disclosing for

the ﬁrst time that he intends to testig against his former client and
allege that

OOC

Mot.

at

him

OOC

same regulatory advice

violated the very

previously retained and paid

to provide.

1.

OOC’S shipment of

Mr. Ittleman’s testimony does not speak to the factual issue of whether

Advanced Regen to the Bahamas (if that shipment actually happened) was compliant with FDA
regulations. FID] has no knowledge of Advanced Regen (beyond what has been produced in
discovery) and never advised Mr. Feshbach about Advanced Regen. Instead, the purpose of
Mr. Ittleman’s testimony is to authenticate and explain the 2012 advice given to Mr. Feshbach by
FID], and is narrowly focused on that discreet period of time. He will not be testifying about any

by Okyanos, nor could he because he has no personal knowledge. Instead, his
and explain the FID] Mem0,5 which is relevant to the issue of
whether Fexbbatb bad a goodfaﬂb belief that the Respondents were asking him to do an illegal actﬁ
actions actually taken

testimony

merely to authenticate

is

Mr. Ittleman

Similarly,

case as he has

is

not offering an expert opinion about the practices of

OOC at issue in this

no personal information.

phrased by the Ofﬁcial Comment to Rule 4—1.9, is whether FID] was “so
involved in the matter that the subsequent representation can be justly regarded as a changing of sides

The

ultimate

test, as

in the matter in question.” See Ofﬁcial

Comment,

in connection with the underlying sale

of OOC to

said to

Fla.

Bar Rule

have “Changed sides” by continuing to represent its
Gmmkmi Demzbé, No. 616CV595, 2016

litigation. See

(“There

is

1.9.

FID] has never represented

historical Client,

Matthew Feshbach, in this

WL 2348715, at *2

7/.

simply no evidence that the

(M.D.

Fla.

May

ﬁrm represented Plaintiff, or anyone else, in a
now in controversy. Therefore, it cannot be

concerning the properties or transactions

ﬁrm Changed
5

6

sides

and

Plaintiff has failed to establish a Violation

Florida Rule 0f Professional

Conduct

OOC

New Research, and therefore cannot reasonably be

of Fla. Bar R.

4,

2016)

prior matter
said that the

4—1.9.”).7

4—3.7 authorizes a lawyer t0 act as a witness for these limited purposes.

Private whistleblowers in Florida are not required t0 prove that the requested act

was

actually illegal 0r

performed. Rather, Black Letter law requires whistleblowers t0 prove that they had an objectively reasonable, good faith
belief that the act was illegal and that they objected t0 participating. See A90 y. Wallace Limo/ﬂ-Mermg, LLC, 118 So. 3d
904, 916 (Fla. 4th
faith, objectively

DCA 201 3)

(“In meeting this standard, however,

reasonable belief that

all

that

is

required

is

that the

“employee have a good

protected by the statute”); m’ aka Thoma; y. U60 IMZ'ZMgIm‘. Ca,
(“In A90, the Fourth District Court 0f Appeal held that t0 prevail 0n a

h[is] activity is

LLC,

FWA
Supp.3d 1328, 1340 (S.D. Fla. 201 7)
claim, a plaintiff must demonstrate that he 0r she held a good faith, reasonable belief that the actions 0f the employer
violated the law”); Uxber y. Mpro Diahem Syxg Ina, 184 So. 3d 1260, 1261 (Fla. 4th DCA 2016) (same).
262

F.

7

We also note that the lion’s share 0f FIDJ’S relationship with Mr. Feshbach over the years relates t0 his personal

tax matters as

going as

far

opposed

t0 his involvement with

Okyanos. Indeed, our ﬁrm has represented him in tax matters with IRS

back as 2009.
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This case

is

therefore plainly distinguishable

F.Supp. 3d 1268 (SD. Fla. 201 5), the decision

In that

gm

from United States ex

rel.

Bumbag!

7/.

Med—Cafe, 101

upon which Respondents primarily rely in their motion.

tam matterf the defendant Med—Care sought the disqualiﬁcation of the Relator’s counsel

ﬁrm (Broad & Cassel, or “B&C”) and
Med—Care
regarding its compliance as a Medicare provider.
representation of
participated in
During that representation, Eastin developed knowledge of Med—Care’s owner’s criminal history and
the fact that Med—Cate was operating under multiple ﬁctitious names. 1d,, at 1272. The gm MM action
against Med—Cate involved a set of circumstances that were uninterrupted since the time Eastin
departed B&C, and directly related to work he performed while there:
Eastin because Eastin had previously worked for a law

B&C’s

B

&

C’s attorneys provided a broad range of Medicare regulation

advice to

Med—Care during

including. .advice
.

the time Eastin

concerning

the

was employed by

solicitation

of

B

& C,

Medicare

beneﬁciaries, lead generation, anti—kickback regulations, Med—Care’s

use of ﬁctitious names, Mr. Porush’s involvement in Med—Cate, the
provision of non—Medicare covered items to Medicare beneﬁciaries,

and Med—Care’s corporate organization. Now, the Relators are suing
for its ﬁzzﬁtre t0 coma! with the regulations about which it
sought advice from B & C. More speciﬁcally, the. ..C0mp121'11t
contains allegz lions dIiectIy telz ting t0 information Eastin W23
admittedlyprity to Whﬂe representing Med—Czre, including Med—
Care’s telemarketing practices, that Med—Cate was improperly
operating under ﬁctitious names, and that Med—Cate had, at one point,
failed to disclose Mr. Porush’s role within the company. T0 the extent
that Eastin provided advice conceming compliance With
Medicare regulz tions, the current m2 tter could involve Eastin

Med—Care

attackthg work tbztlze petformed forMed—Czre.
Id, at 1276—1277 (emphasis added).

The Court

continued:

That the time periods in which Eastin and B & C represented Med—
Care and the time period in which many of the alleged illegal acts
occurred overlap provides additional support for the conclusion that
the

two representations

representations involve

8

Not

are substantially related.

some of

the

same

only do both

legal theories

and

parties,

QM mm matters are ﬁled by “relators” against government contractors, including Medicare providers, pursuant
3729 through 3733. The False Claims Act allows

assuming they have
government contractors
and participate in the United States’ collection 0f damages. Not surprisingly, qm' mm actions are most often ﬁled by former
employees and service providers 0f government contractors with intimate knowledge 0f the contractors’ operations, and
especially their billing practices. Relators in qm' mm actions are often called “whistleblowers,” but the use 0f that term in
the context 0f the False Claims Act is entirely different than how it is used under Florida state employment law, which
governs Mr. Feshbach’s Employment Agreement.
t0 the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. Sections

access t0 non—public information, t0 ﬁle fraud claims on helmfofﬂye United

5mm (“ex rel”)

relators,

against
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but both also involve many of the same facts; at the same time Eastin
was sitting in on conference calls with Med—Care and Defendants
Porush and Silverman to discuss how to comply with Medicare

Defendants were, according to the allegations in the
governing complaint, engaged in a scheme to Violate these regulations.
regulations, these

Id. at

1277.

No such facts are at issue in this

case. Indeed,

FID]

last

advised Okyanos regarding regulatory

of that work being performed in 2012, before the facility was
even opened. Likewise, our regulatory advice primarily related to a different medical procedure than
Advanced Regen, the procedure Respondents sought to implement at Okyanos within a week after
issues in 2015, with the vast majority

We never advised Mr.

Feshbach or Okyanos regarding Advanced Regen, and we likewise
OOC’S new owners, operators, 0f operatiom. Thus, unlike Mr.
Eastin in the Bumbag decision, there is simply no overlap between the advice we provided previously
and the facts at issue here, other than providing the predicate by authenticating the October 3, 2012
the Closing.

have no personal knowledge regarding

memorandum which Feshbach
good

reaching his

faith

will testify

was one of the pieces of information he

opinion that Okyanos was asking him to do an

relied

on

in

illegal act.

At no time has FID] used or had access to privileged information about the Respondents
which may ordinarily make disqualiﬁcation appropriate. Consequently, there is no conﬂict under the
Florida Bar Rules, and

we

respectfully submit that the Panel should

deny Respondents’ motion.

D. The Five-Factor Disqualiﬁcation Test Does Not Support Disqualiﬁcation of FID]
Southern District of Florida courts consider ﬁve factors in determining disqualiﬁcation of
counsel:

the nature of the alleged ethical Violation;

(i)

(2)

purported prejudice to the

parties; (3) the

effectiveness of counsel in light of the alleged Violations; (4) the public's perception of the profession;

and (5) whether the attempt to disqualify is used as a tactical device or a means of harassment.
11331971, at *2 (SD. Fla. Oct. 21, 2008).
Huwbrejy Ferraro, No. 08—60802—CIV, 2008

See

WL

7/.

Application of these factors here shows that FIDJ’S participation in

this

proceeding would

cause absolutely no unfair prejudice to Respondents because FID] does not possess any conﬁdential

information about the Respondents or the corporate transaction at issue? FID] has never concealed
role as regulatory counsel to Mr. Feshbach and OOC; the public would not perceive FID] as
“Changing sides”; and the prejudice to Mr. Feshbach in losing his counsel 30 days before trial makes

its

the

“Emergency” Motion

to Disqualify appear as a deliberate litigation tactic.

E. Mr. Ittleman’s Testimony

Does Not Violate the Florida Bar Rules

At footnote 21 of their Motion, Respondents suggest

that Mr. Ittleman’s testimony

would be

inappropriate because of the Florida Bar Rules prohibit attorneys from testifying in proceedings in

9

The

privilege has

only “conﬁdential information” that Respondents point t0

been waved

as t0 the subject matter

is

the

FID]

Memo but, as

discussed above, the

0f that memo.
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which they

are also advocates,

and expert witnesses

testifying in matters

where they have a

contingency—fee interest in the outcome of the case. Both of these footnoted arguments are meritless.

First,

Rule 4—3.7

explicitly “recognizes that a balancing

is

required between the interests of the

Bar Reg. R. 4—3.7 cmt. Thus, here, where
and those of the tribunal and the opposing
the Final Hearing Will not be heard by a lay jury, but instead by a Panel of three highly educated,
seasoned jurists, “the likelihood that the tribunal Will be misled by any dual role Wt. Ittleman] will
5398966, 5 (SD. Fla. 2012). Thus, the balancing Clearly
SBD, 2012
play is minimal.” Etkm
favors the Claimants, and Mr. Ittleman’s testimony would not be prohibited by the Rules.
party.” Fla.

client

WL

7/.

Second, the testimony

(a)

expressly permitted by Rule 4—3.7(3),

is

which provides:

When Lawyer May Testify. A lawyer shall not act as advocate at
a

trial

in

which the lawyer

is

likely to

be a necessary Witness on

behalf of the Client unless:

(1)

the testimony relates to an uncontested issue;

(2)

the testimony will relate solely to a matter of formality and there

is

no reason

to believe that substantial evidence Will be offered in

opposition to the testimony;
(3)

the testimony relates to the nature and value of legal services

rendered in the case; or
(4)

disqualiﬁcation of the lawyer

on the

would work

Client.

Here, the testimony is to authenticate and explain a legal

The issues of whether the document was provided,
of what

it

said,

substantial hardship

should not be a contested

opposition to the content of the

the context of that document, and the explanation

issue. Similarly,

memorandum,

memorandum provided to Feshbach.

or whether

Respondents have offered nothing
it

was

delivered, read or

understood by

Feshbach. The entire testimony relates exclusively to the nature of the service provided.
disqualiﬁcation

would

on Feshbach, who

create a devastating hardship

Will

in

And ﬁnally,

not be able to secure

counsel at this late date to represent Claimants in these proceedings.
Third, regarding Respondents’ argument that Mr. Ittleman’s testimony would be barred under

“an expert” with a contingency fee interest in the result of the
again note that Mr. Ittleman is not testifying as an expert. Mr. Ittleman’s testimony, as

Rule 4—3.4 based on
case,

we

his testifying as

reﬂected in his Witness Statement, primarily serves to authenticate the FID] Memoranda.
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In conclusion, none of the arguments presented by Respondents justiﬁes the hardship of
depriving Mr. Feshbach of his Chosen counsel only 30 days before

trial.

We ask the Panel to deny the motion to disqualify.
Very

truly yours,

FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID & JOSEPH
[szAllan A. loseph

By:

Allan A. Joseph

CC:

William Bruce Stanﬁll (williamstanﬁll akerrnan.com)
James E. Rogers <james.rogers@akerman.com)
Christopher Duke (Chris.duke@akerman.com
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Matt Feshbach

FROM:

Fuerst Ittleman David

SUBJECT:

FDA Regulation of Drug and Biologic Export

DATE:

October

2,

& Joseph, PL

2012

The US. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

regulates the import and export of
and drug products into and out of the United States pursuant to the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA). The FDA Export Reform and Enhancement Act of 1996
modiﬁed the FDCA to allow for exports of biological products that are approved in the United
States as well as, in some cases, those that are unapproved in the United States.
biological products

A
new drug

drug and/or biologic product

as

deﬁned under the

FDCA

requires

FDA

approval of a

application or biologics license application to be sold or marketed in the United States.

Unapproved drugs and biologics cannot be marketed or sold in the United States. However, the
FDA Export Reform and Enhancement Act of 19961 amended sections 801 and 802 of the FDCA
and established certain circumstances under which human drugs and biological products that may
not be

legally sold in the

unapproved new drugs and
Section 802 of the

0

United States

may be

biological products

FDCA applies

is

exported to a foreign country.

regulated under section 802 of the

requires approved under section 505 of the

0

does not have such approval or licensing; and

0

is

not exempt from section 505 of the

FDCA

or,

for biological products,

PHSA;

FDCA or section 351

of the PHSA.2

important to note that the term “drug” in section 802 “includes drugs for

well as biologicals.” Therefore, a biological drug product that does not have a

1

2

FDCA.

to a drug that:

requires licensing under section 351 of the

It is

The export of

US.

human

use as

biologics license

Id

21U.s.c.§382(a)(1).
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must

satisfy the

requirements of section 802 in order to be exported. Included in these provisions

also the export of “partially processed biological

A

products.”

is

processed biological

“partially

not formally deﬁned in section 351 of the PHSA. However, FDA has interpreted
“partially processed biological product” to mean “biological products requiring puriﬁcation,

product”

is

inactivation, fractionation, or signiﬁcant chemical

modiﬁcation (such

as the

of covalent bonds and the incorporation of peptides into a diagnostic test
the formulation of a ﬁnal product.”

fractionation,

or signiﬁcant chemical modiﬁcation”

biological product for purposes of exportation

which products

before being used in

kit)

Therefore, a ﬁnished bulk product that could be formulated

form through manufacturing

into a ﬁnished dosage

formation or breakage

steps other than “puriﬁcation, inactivation,

would not

constitute a partially processed

under section 351 of the PHSA. To further

are considered “partially processed biological products,”

FDA

clarify

has stated, “certain

other products, such as source plasma and source leukocytes, also would not be partially processed
biological products because they are ﬁnished products (notwithstanding the possibility that their

intended use

would be

may be

as a

source material for further manufacturing into another product), and

subject to licensure

Requirements

An

for

if

distributed in the United States.”

Unapproved Products Exported under Section 802(b)(2)

unapproved new drug, including an unlicensed

exported to a country that

is

not

listed in section 801(b) (1)(A)4

biological product,

of the

FDCA,

if

may be

directly

the following criteria

are met:

0

The drug complies with

the laws of the country to

which

it

would be exported and

has a valid marketing authorization by the responsible authority in that country;5
0

FDA determines
o

that

all

of the following requirements are met

M

it

in that country:

There are statutory or regulatory requirements which require the review of
drugs (or biologics) for safety and effectiveness by a government entity of
that coun1ry, and which authorize marketing approval of only those drugs (or
biologics) which trained and experienced experts have determined to be safe
and effective. The experts must be employed by or acting on behalf of the
foreign government entity and base their determination on adequate and
well—controlled investigations (including clinical investigations);6

o

There are statutory or regulatory requirements which require adequate
methods used in, and the facilities and conﬁols used for the manufacture,
processing, and packing of drugs in the country to preserve their identity,
quality, purity, and strength. In other words, the country must have statutory
or regulatory requirements pertaining to cGl\/[Ps;7

3

21 U.s.c. § 382(h)(2).

4

The

following countries are listed in section 801(b) (1) (A) of the

FDCA:

Australia, Canada, Israel,Japan,

Zealand, Switzerland, South Africa, or any country in the European Union or a country in the European

New
Economic

Area. 21 U.S.C. § 382(b)(1) (A).
5

21 U.s.c. § 382(b)(2)(A).

6

21 U.s.c. § 382(b)(2)(B)(i).

7

21 U.s.c. § 382(b)(2)(B)(ﬁ).
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o

o

Essentially,

the

all

There are statutory or regulatory requirements for the reporting of adverse
reactions to drugs and procedures to withdraw approval and remove drugs
found not to be safe and effective;8
There are statutory or regulatory requirements that require the labeling and
promotion of drugs must be in accordance with the approval of the drugg

unapproved drug or biologic products

that are exported

under section 802 of

FDCA must meet the following requirements:
0

The product must not be

0

The

must not consist in whole or in
part of any ﬁlthy, putrid, or decomposed substance and must not have been prepared,
packed or held under insanitary conditions where it may have been contaminated with
ﬁlth or whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health.”
adulterated. In other words,

must not be composed,

container for the product

poisonous or deleterious substance which
0

The product must have

it

may render

in

whole or

in part,

of any

the contents injurious to health.“

the strength, purity, and quality that

it

purports or

is

represented

to possess.”

0

For drugs, including biologics, no substance may be mixed or packed with the drug that
the drug’s quality or strength or may substitute in whole or in part for

would reduce

another substance in the drug.”

0

The requirements of section

801(c)(1)

must be satisﬁed,” which means

that

it

meets the

following:

O

accords

to

the

of the

speciﬁcations

foreign

purchaser,

o

is

not in conﬂict with the laws of the country to

which
O

is

that

o

it is

intended for export,

on the outside of the shipping package
intended for export, and

labeled

is

it is

not

sold

or

offered

for

sale

in

domestic

commerce.”

21 U.s.c. § 382(b)(2)(B)(iﬁ).
21 U.s.c. § 382(b)(2)(B)(iv).
10

U.S.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

Elz/JcmcmmlAczof 7996,” Guly 23, 2007),
11

Id

12

Id

13

Id

14

U.S.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

Elz/JcmcmmlAczof 7996,” Guly 23, 2007),

“Guidanceﬁr Iﬂdmml:

referencing

“Guidanceﬁr Iﬂdmml:

referencing

Ewom Uﬂder

l/ae

FDA Ewoﬂ Reform cmd

l/ae

FDA Ewoﬂ Reform cmd

21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (2).

Ewom Uﬂder

21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (3).
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0

The product cannot be

the subject of a notice by

FDA

or the

US. Depariment of

Agriculture determining that the probability of reimportation of the exported product

would present an imminent hazard to the public
such that exportation must be prohibited.”
0

The product cannot present an imminent hazard
it would be exported.”

health and safety of the United States,

to the public health

of the country to

which
0

The product must be

and conditions of use
in the listed country in which it received valid marketing authorization, if applicable, and
the country to which it would be exported, and must be labeled in the language and units
of measure used in or designated by the country to which the drug would be exported.”
Additionally, a product may not be exported if it is not promoted in accordance with
labeled in accordance with the requirements

these labeling requirements.”

Exporters are responsible for determining whether their export

is

permitted under the

FDCA and whether their exports satisfy the requirements in section 802(b)(2), 802(f), and 801(6) of
the FDCA to be exported pursuant to 802(b)(2) If the counUry has a regulatory system that allows
marketing without an afﬁrmative decision by the government, FDA recommends that the ﬁrm
obtain a document, such as an ofﬁcial
object to the product’s marketing.” If

do not
any of the requirements are not met, the product cannot be
letter,

indicating that the authorities in that country

exported under 802(b)(2)

Drugs and Biologics

for Investigational

Section 802(c) of the

FDCA

Use

allows export of unapproved drugs for investigational use in

any of the listed counties without prior FDA approval or an IND. The only requirements are that
the drug be exported in accordance with the laws of the foreign country and comply with the basic
export requirements in section 802(f) of the FDCA. For exports of drugs for investigational use in
unlisted countries

15

16

where the drug product has not received

21 U.s.c. § 381(e).
U.S.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

Elz/JcmcmmlAczof 7996,” Guly 23, 2007),
17

U.S.

U.S.

19

U.S.

2°

U.S.

l/ae

FDA Ewoﬂ Reform cmd

Ewom Uﬂder

l/ae

FDA Ewoﬂ Reform cmd

l/ae

FDA Ewoﬂ Reform cmd

21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (5).

“Guidanceﬁr Iﬂdmml:

referencing

Ewom Uﬂder

Ewom Uﬂder

21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (6).

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, Guidameﬁr Iﬂdmlg}: Ewart;

Act g” 7996, Guly

FDA Ewart Reﬁm cmd

21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (4) (B).

“Guidanceﬁr Iﬂdmml:

referencing

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

Elz/JcmcmmlAczof 7996,” Guly 23, 2007),

“Guidanceﬁr Iﬂdmml:

referencing

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

Elz/JcmcmmlAczof 7996,” Guly 23, 2007),

“Guidanceﬁr Iﬂdmml: Ewart; Uﬂder l/ae
21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (4) (A).

referencing

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

Elz/JcmcmmlAcz of 7996,” Guly 23, 2007),
18

valid marketing authorization in a listed

Uﬂder l/ae

FDA E>¢07Z Reﬁm cmd Eiz/Jcmcmwl

23, 2007).
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country, only

when

FDA

prior notiﬁcation to the

is

made and approximately

twelve

criteria are

met.”

Export of Unapproved Drugs and Biologics in Anticipation of Foreigy Approval
Exportation of unapproved drugs and biologics “intended for formulation,
labeling, or further processing in anticipation
is

The requirements

permitted.

listed countries

for this include:

0

The use of the product must comply with the laws of the foreign country,
The export must comply with thre requirements of section 802(f), and

0

Records for such exports mus bt kept

0

ﬁlling, packaging,

of market authorization” in any of the

in

accordance with the record keeping requirements

of the provision.

FDA
exporter

has interpreted the phrase “in anticipation of market authorization” to

of the product has

ﬁled

authorization in the foreign country.”

extended

21

22

21

this

GER.

U.S.

an application
It is

or

submission to

important to note that the

FDA

obtain

mean

ﬁnal

and the

that the

marketing

FDCA

has not

permission to export of unapproved product intended for any unlisted country.

§ 312.110(b)(4).

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, Guidameﬁr Iﬂdmlg}: Ewart;

Act g” 7996, Guly

Uﬂder l/ae

FDA E>¢07Z Reﬁm cmd Eiz/Jcmcmwl

23, 2007).
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Sent:

Matthew Feshbach <matt@okyanos.com >
Thursday, May 18, 2017 9:33 AM

To:

Andrew

Subject:

Okyanos Regulatory Concerns — Attorney Client Privileged
Regulatory Concerns — Email Correspondence as of 2017_05_17.docx; Email

From:

Attachments:

Ittleman

documenting the discussions with World

Clinic

and Dr.docx; Marketing Discussion

CHL 050517 1O am.docx; Okyanos Operating Company
(Feshbach)

[Final

Ltd.

—

at

Employment Agreement

4.11.17]_(pa|ib2_8402746_10).docx; Dear BBLS Board of Advisors and

Directorsdocx

Importance:

High

Andy,
Please see the attached:
l.

2.

.W

4.

Board of Advisors and Board of Directors regarding the regulatory concerns I have
expressed. (Needs to be formatted) — per my employment agreement the legal points need to come from
a lawyer but it will give you the background on all the issues.
Email thread between Dr. Penn, CEO of Black Beret and Prof Desiree Cox, consultant to the National
Stem Cell Ethics Committee and follow up email to Dr. Beneby, Chief Medical Ofﬁcer of the Bahamas.
Email documenting the discussions between Dr. Penn and Dr. Dan Carlin of World Clinic.
Letter to the

Marketing meeting notes with schematics outlining the plan to Violate anti-bribery and kickback statutes
through paying for follow up. (I have added in my discussion and comments which were omitted in the
draft

5.

cultured
is

RK Khosla

My employment agreement.

Iwould
This

of the notes sent by

like to discuss the

See various points of illegal and regulatory

issues.

accuracy of my regulatory concerns regarding export license requirements of a co-

more than minimally manipulated product (Advanced Regen)

a “nuclear option” for

me but

I

have been

left

with no choice.

Best regards,

MLF

WWW
Matthew Feshbach

CEO
727 743 1510

c
”W

1

t

727.290.4785

'ﬁ

CONFIDENTIAL

ROK-0034354

Matthew Feshbach [matt@okyanos.com]
Matthew Feshbach

From:
on behalf of
Sent:

10/3/2012 6:15:38

To:

Conville

CC:

Joe

PM

Brown [Convil|eBrown@cmp-bahamas.com]

Subject:

Thompson [jacabra13@yahoo.com]
FDA regs -shipping biologics
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Memo

-

Export Regulation FNL

MSF

KLL 100312.pdf

Dear Conville,
mentioned the possible FDA issue of shipping cells from Orlando to a foreign country such as the Bahamas.
asked my lawyer about it and he generously wrote me a memo for me to share with you Unfortunately, don’t
really understand all the details as its above my pay grade.
Mitchell Fuerst is the leading stem cell regulatory lawyer in the U.S.. am happy to introduce you to him if you want
to be sure your partners don’t mistakenly run afoul ofthe FDA. If you have all the bases covered all the better.
Is your case scheduled for October 8?
Hope this helps and look forward to talking again soon.
Best Regards,
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fUERST ITTLEMAN
DAVID &JOSEPH pL

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Matt Feshbach

FROM:

Fuerst Ittleman David

SUBJECT:

FDA Regulation of Drug and Biologic Export

DATE:

October

2,

& Joseph, PL

2012

The US. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
biological products

and drug products

regulates

and out of the United

into

the import and export of

States pursuant to the Federal

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA). The FDA Export Reform and Enhancement Act of 1996
modiﬁed the FDCA to allow for exports of biological products that are approved in the United
States as well as, in

A
new drug

some

cases, those that are

drug and/or biologic product

as

unapproved

in the

deﬁned under the

United

FDCA

States.

requires

FDA

approval of a

application or biologics license application to be sold or marketed in the United States.

Unapproved drugs and biologics cannot be marketed or sold in the United States. However, the
FDA Export Reform and Enhancement Act of 19961 amended sections 801 and 802 of the FDCA
and established certain circumstances under which human drugs and biological products that may
not be

legally sold in the

unapproved new drugs and
Section 802 of the

°

requires

United States

may be exported

biological products

FDCA applies

to a

is

to a foreign country.

regulated under section 802 of the

drug

The export of

FDCA.

that:

approved under section 505 of the FDCA
under section 351 of the PHSA;

or,

for biological products,

requires licensing
°
°

It is

does not have such approval or licensing; and
is

not exempt from section 505 ofthe

important to note that the term “drug”

FDCA or section 351

in section

of the PHSA.2

802 “includes drugs for human use

well as biologicals.” Therefore, a biological drug product that does not have a

1

Id.

2

21 U.s.c.

US.

biologics license

§ 382(a)(1).
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must
2115C)

satisfy the

requirements of section 802 in order to be exported. Included in these provisions

the export Of “partially processed biological products.”

product”
“partially

A

is

processed biological

“partially

not formally deﬁned in section 351 of the PHSA. However, FDA has interpreted
processed biological product” to mean “biological products requiring puriﬁcation,

is

inactivation, fractionation, or significant chemical

modiﬁcation (such

Of covalent bonds 21nd the incorporation of peptides into a diagnostic
the formulation of a ﬁnal product.”

fractionation,

formation or breakage
before being used in

test kit)

Therefore, a ﬁnished bulk product that could be formulated

form through manufacturing

into a ﬁnished dosage

as the

steps other than “puriﬁcation, inactivation,

or significant Chemical modiﬁcation” would not constitute a partially processed

biological product for purposes of exportation

Which products

are considered “partially

under section 351 of the PHSA.

processed biological products,”

FDA

To

further clarify

has stated, “certain

other products, such as source plasma 21nd source leukocytes, also would not be partially processed
biological products because they are ﬁnished products (notwithstanding the possibility that their

intended use

would be

may be

as

21

source material for further manufacturing into another product), and

subject to licensure if distributed in the United States.”

Requirements

for

Unapproved Products Exported under Section

An unapproved new
exported to

21

country that

is

802(b)(2)

drug, including 2m unlicensed biological product,

not

listed in section 801(b) (1)

(AV 0f the FDCA,

if

may be

directly

the following criteria

are met:

°

The drug complies With

the laws ofthe country to

Which

it

would be exported and

has a valid marketing authorization by the responsible authority in that country?

FDA determines

°

o

that

all

of the following requirements are met

foreign

The

must be employed by or acting on behalf of the
government entity and base their determination 0n adequate 21nd
experts

weH—Controlled investigations (including

and

strength. In other words, the country

or regulatory requirements pertaining to

21 U.S.C.

4

The following

Clinical investigations);6

There are statutory 0r regulatory requirements which require adequate
methods used in, 21nd the facilities 21nd controls used for the manufacture,
processing, and packing 0f drugs in the country t0 preserve their identity,
quality, purity,

5

in that country:

There are statutory or regulatory requirements which require the review of
drugs (or biologics) for safety 21nd effectiveness by a government entity of
that country, and which authorize marketing approval of only those drugs (or
biologics) which trained and experienced experts have determined to be safe
21nd effective.

o

ﬂ

it

must have

statutory

cGMPs;7

§ 382(h)(2).

countries are listed in section 801

(b) (1)(A)

of the

FDCA:

Australia, Canada, Israel,Japa11,

New

Zealand, Switzerland, South Africa, 0r any country in the European Union 0r a country in the European Economic
Area. 21 U.S.C.

§

382(1))(1XA).

5

21 U.S.C. § 382(1))(2XA).

‘3

21 U.S.C. § 382(1))(2)(B)(i).

7

21 U‘sc.

§

382(b)(2)(B ) (ii)
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o

O

Essentially,

the

2111

There are statutory or regulatory requirements for the reporting of adverse
reactions t0 drugs 21nd procedures to withdraw approval 21nd remove drugs

found not t0 be safe and effective?
There are statutory 0r regulatory requirements that require the labeling and
promotion of drugs must be in accordance With the approval of the drugg

unapproved drug 0r biologic products that

FDCA must meet the

are exported

under section 802 of

following requirements:

The product must not be adultemted. In other words, it must not consist in Whole 0r in
part of any ﬁlthy, putrid, or decomposed substance and must not have been prepared,

°

packed or held under insanitary conditions where it may have been contaminated with
ﬁlth or whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health.”

The

°

container for the product

must not be composed,

poisonous 0r deleterious substance Which
°

The product must have

may

in

whole or

in part,

of any

render the contents injurious t0 health.“

the strength, purity, 21nd quality that

it

purports 0r

is

represented

to possess.”

°

For drugs, including biologics, no substance may be mixed or packed with the drug that

would reduce

the drug’s quality 0r strength or

may

substitute in

whole 0r

in part for

another substance in the drug.”

°

The requirements of

section 801(6) (1)

must be satisﬁed,” Which means

that

it

meets the

following:

O

accords

to

the

0f the

speciﬁcations

foreign

purchaser,

o
O

not in conﬂict With the laws of the country to
which it is intended for export,
is

is

that

O

0n the outside of the shipping package
intended for export, and

labeled

is

it is

not sold

0r

offered

for

sale

in

domestic

commerce.”

21 U.s.c.

x 3820;)(2)(B)(ﬁi)‘

21 U.s.c.

§ 3820;)(2)(B)(1V)‘

U.S‘

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

EmbaﬂremmtArl‘ of7996,” Guly 23, 2007),

“Gm'damefor Iﬂdmtgi: Exports Under

reﬁ’remiﬂg 21 U.S.C. §

t/Je

FDA Export Rgforw mid

the

FDA Export Rgfom zmd

3826) (2).

Id.

Id.

Id.

US.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

“Guidgmefor Iﬂdmtgy: E>¢orts Under

Eﬁ/mmemeﬁtAtz‘ #7996,” Guly 23, 2007), rgﬂremiﬂg 21 U‘SC.
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°

The product cannot be

the subject 0f a notice by

FDA

0r the

US. Department of

Agriculture determining that the probability of reimportation of the exported product

would present 2m imminent hazard to the public health and
such that exportation must be prohibited.“
°

The product cannot present an imminent hazard
it would be exported.1’

safety

of the United

States,

t0 the public health 0f the country to

Which
°

The product must be

and conditions 0f use
in the listed country in which it received valid marketing authorization, if applicable, and
the country t0 Which it would be exported, 21nd must be labeled in the language and units
of measure used in or designated by the country to Which the drug would be exported.”
Additionally, a product may not be exported if it is not promoted in accordance with
labeled in accordance With the requirements

these labeling requirements.”

Exporters are responsible for determining Whether their export

is

permitted under the

FDCA and Whether their exports satisfy the requirements in section 802(b)(2), 802(0, and 801(6) of
the FDCA to be exported pursuant t0 802(1)) (2) If the country has a regulatory system that allows
marketing without an afﬁrmative decision by the government, FDA recommends that the ﬁrm
obtain a document, such as an ofﬁcial

letter,

indicating that the authorities in that country

d0 not

object to the product’s marketing.” If any of the requirements are not met, the product cannot be

exported under 802(b) (2)

Drugs and Biologics

for Investigational

Section 802(C) of the

FDCA

Use

allows export Of unapproved drugs for investigational use in

any of the listed countries Without prior FDA approval or an IND. The only requirements are that
the drug be exported in accordance With the laws of the foreign country and comply With the basic
export requirements in section 802(f) of the FDCA. For exports of drugs for investigational use in
unlisted countries

where the drug product has not received

valid

marketing authorization

15

21 U.s.c. § 381(e).

16

US. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, “Gﬂidgmeﬁrfﬂdwtgr E>¢0Ns Under the
Eﬂbgmemem‘Aﬂ‘ 0f7996,” (July 23, 2007), rejéremiﬁg 21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (4) (A).

17

U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, “Gmdgmefor [ndmtgs Expam Under the FDA Export Reform
Eﬂ/mmemem Art 0f7996’,” Uuly 23, 2007), nferemiﬂg 21 U.S.C. § 382(f) (4) (B).

18

US. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, “Gul'damejbr Iﬂdm‘l‘pl: Exports Under fbe FDXI
Eﬂbamemem‘Am‘ qf7996,” Uuly 23, 2007), reférmriﬂg 21 U.S.C. § 3826) (5).

19

U.S‘

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,

EmbaﬂremmtArl‘ of7996,” Guly 23, 2007),
20

“Gm'damefor Iﬂdmtgi: Exports Under

reﬁ’remiﬂg 21 U.S.C. §

t/Je

FDA E>¢0rt Reform and

Eyagborf

mi

Rgform and

FDA Export Rgforw mid

3826) (6).

US. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, Gm'damefor Iﬂdmtijy: E>¢orts Under t/ye
Art qf 7996, Guly 23, 2007).
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country, only

When

FDA

prior notiﬁcation to the

is

made and approximately

twelve criteria are

21

ﬁlet-

Export of Unapproved Drugs and Biologics in Anticipation of Foreign Approval
Exportation 0f unapproved drugs 21nd biologics “intended for formulation, ﬁlling, packaging,
labeling, or further processing in anticipation
is

The requirements

permitted.

°
°
°

of market authorization”

in

any of the

listed countries

for this include:

The use 0f the product must comply With the laws of the foreign country,
The export must comply with thre requirements of section 802(k), 21nd
Records for such exports mus bt kept

in

accordance With the record keeping requirements

Of the provision.

FDA
exporter

has interpreted the phrase “in anticipation Of market authorization” to

0f the product has

ﬁled

authorization in the foreign country?

extended

2‘1

22

21

this

GER.

§

an application or submission t0
It is

important to note that the

obtain

FDA 21nd

permission t0 export of unapproved product intended for any

mean

final

the

ggljﬁsmtﬁgg

that the

marketing

FDCA has

not

country.

312.110(b)(4).

US. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, Gm'damefor Iﬂdmtijy: E>¢orts Under t/ye
Art qf 7996, Guly 23, 2007).
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CASE NO.

01-17-0007—4344

MATTHEW FESHBACH and
OKYANOS HOLDING COMPANY, LTD,
AMERICAN ARBITRATION

Claimants,

ASSOCIATION

VS.

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY,
LTD., BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES,

NEW RESEARCH,
MARC PENN,
LLC,

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

LTD., and DR.

Respondents.

RESPONDENTS’ SECOND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO CLAIMANTS
Respondents, Okyanos Operating Company, Ltd. (“00C”), Black Beret Life Sciences,

LLC

(“Black Beret”),

(collectively,

New

Research, Ltd.

(“New

Research”), and Dr.

Marc Penn

(“Dr. Penn”)

“Respondents”), request that Claimants, Matthew Feshbach (“Feshbach”) and

Okyanos Holding Company,

Ltd.

(“OHC”)

(collectively, “Claimants”), diligently search for

and

produce for inspection and copying the documents requested in the following numbered
paragraphs.

Claimants are requested to produce

custody or control

at the

Procedural Order No.

such documents within their possession,

ofﬁces of Akerman LLP, 1300 Post

77056-3000 by the deadline

Texas

all

set forth in the

Oak

B1Vd., Suite 2500, Houston,

Report of Prehearing Conference and

1.

INSTRUCTIONS
In responding to these requests, Claimants are requested to furnish

available to

them or subject

all

information that

is

to their reasonable inquiry, including information in the possession

of their employees, agents or representatives and anyone else otherwise subject to the Claimants’
control.

A11 documents are requested to be produced as they are kept in the usual course of

46202330; 1

business, and segregated in the ﬁles in

Which the documents are usually maintained or Which

correspond by number to these requests.
This Request for Production shall be deemed to be continuing and should promptly be

supplemented
after the date

if

any additional documents or information are discovered or become available

of production.

DEFINITIONS
The following terms

shall

have the meanings

set forth

below Wherever used

in the

following request for production of documents:

1.

As used

herein, the

term “document” means a writing, communication, picture,

drawing, program or data of any kind, whether recorded or maintained on paper or by electronic,
audio, Visual or any other means. Electronically stored documents are requested to be produced

in a searchable format.

2.

“Relating

to,”

“related,”

“referencing,”

“referring”

means

concerning

or

constituting or evidencing or supporting, or mentioning, describing, concerning, relating to,

referring to, pertaining to, being connected With or reﬂecting

3.

The words “you,

7,

LL

yours,”

upon the

stated subject matter.

and/or “yourselves,” means Claimant, Matthew

Feshbach and/or Claimant, Okyanos Holding Company,

Ltd.,

and any of their agents, employees,

representatives, including but not limited to their attorneys, unless privileged.

“OOH” means

4.

The term

5.

The term “00C” means Respondent, Okyanos Operating Company,

6.

The term “Black Beret” means Respondent, Black Beret Life Sciences, LLC.

7.

The term “New Research” means Respondent,

8.

The term

46202330; 1

Claimant, Okyanos Holding Company, Ltd.

New Research,

“OMS” means Okyanos Management

Services,

Ltd.

LLC.

Ltd.

9.

The term “RMI” means Regenerative Medicine

Costa Rica, and any of

its

other locations including any

Institute located in Herradura,

known

afﬁliated entities Wherever

located.

10.

Ltd.

The term “SPA” means the Stock Purchase Agreement between

Research,

and Okyanos Holding Company, Ltd. dated January 24, 2017.
11.

The term “Employment Agreement” means the Employment Agreement between

Okyanos Operating Company,
12.

Solicitation

L.

New

The term

Ltd.

and Matthew L. Feshbach dated April 21, 2017.

“NDA” means

the

Non-Disclosure, Non-Competition,

Agreement (Employment) between Okyanos Operating Company,

Ltd.

and Non-

and Matthew

Feshbach dated April 21, 2017.
13.

The term “Statement of Claim” or “Veriﬁed Complaint” means the Veriﬁed

Complaint ﬁled in the matter styled Matthew Feshbach and Okyanos Holding Company, Ltd.

Okyanos Operating Company, Ltd, Black Beret Life Sciences, LLC,

Marc Penn, Case No. 2017-005979-CI, pending
in

New Research,

v.

Ltd, and Dr.

in the Circuit Court of the Sixth Judicial Circuit

and for Pinellas County, Florida, and accepted as Claimants’ Statement of Claim herein by

agreement pursuant to Procedural Order #
14.

Claims

1.

The term “Counter-Claim” means Respondents’ Answering Statement, Counter-

& Motion for More Deﬁnite

Statement ﬁled in this case in the above-caption Arbitration

dated April 19, 201 8.

15.

The term “Reply Statement” means Claimants’ Reply

Counterclaims, and Motion for

16.

Answering Statement,

30, 201 8.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the document requests set forth below

relate to the time period

46202330; 1

More Deﬁnite Statement ﬁled on April

to

from January

1,

2013 to the present.

DOCUMENT REQUESTS
Please produce the documents responsive to Respondents' First and Second

36.

Requests for Production from
to

all

available email addresses and devices, including but not limited

matt@mlﬁnvestments.com and Mr. Feshbach's Gmail, MSN, and other personal or business

email accounts.

RESPONSE:
Please produce the documents relating to the investors and/or shareholders in

37.

and/or

OOC

OHC

before the sale to Respondents in early 2017, as well as documents indicating

whether or not those investors and/or shareholders

still

own any

such shares or investments

today.

RESPONSE:
38.

Please produce the documents relating to the draft "Letter to the Board of Advisors

and Board of Directors" Feshbach allegedly wrote around

May 2017.

RESPONSE:
39.

relating in

Please produce the documents or communications between you and Denise Burke

any way

to

Respondents or your claims or defenses in

this matters.

RESPONSE:
40.

Please produce the documents or communications related to your "nuclear option"

of making claims against the Respondents in

this

matter in early 2017.

RESPONSE:
41.

allegations

Please

produce the documents or communications regarding the claims and

you intended

to

make

of OOC in and around April and

RESPONSE:

46202330; 1

against Respondents both during and immediately after the sale

May of 2017.

Please produce the documents showing that you participated in various patients'

42.

treatment at

00C,

including the patient that

was admitted

to the

emergency care

in early 2017.

RESPONSE:
43. Please produce the

documents or communications regarding your dealings With the

Bahama's Ministry of Health in any way related

to

00C,

the Respondents or your claims and

defenses in this matter.

RESPONSE:
Please produce the documents or communications regarding your dealings With the

44.

Drug Enforcement Agency
Internal

Revenue Service

(the

"DEA"), the Food and Drug Administration

(the “IRS”), or

agency in any way related

to

00C,

any other United

(the

"FDA"), the

States (federal or state) governmental

the Respondents, the sale of

00C,

or your claims and

defenses in this matter.

RESPONSE:
45. Please produce the

documents or communications

relating to your requests for

reimbursement or payment of expenses from any of the Respondents.

RESPONSE:
Please produce the documents or communications Where you transmitted any of

46.

OOC's information
employed

as

OOC's

or material to third-parties

(including legal counsel) While

you were

CEO but after Respondents closed on the purchase of OOC in early 2017.

RESPONSE:
47.

Please produce the documents relating to your representations and projections of

future proﬁtability or cash

RESPONSE:

46202330; 1

ﬂow for OOC prior to

Respondents' purchase of OOC in early 2017.

relating to

OOC

and OHC's

Please produce the documents and communications relating to

OOC

and OHC's

48. Please produce the

undercapitalization and/or cash

documents and communications

ﬂow issues

in

2016 and early 2017.

RESPONSE:
49.

attempts to get "cash in the business," the "Viability" of the companies, the fact that

"money

solves a lot of problems," or the need to sell the company(ies) in 2016 and early 2017.

RESPONSE:
50.

between

Please produce the documents and communications relating to

OOC and OHC's board members or directors

in

2016 and 2017

all

discussions

relating to the ﬁnancial

condition of the companies, problems With the companies, the need for capital, or the need to sell
the companies as soon as possible.

RESPONSE:
5 1.

Please produce the documents and communications relating to your investigation or

research into

FDA

or other regulatory compliance regarding tissue or biological specimen

research, importation/exportation, treatment and/or use.

RESPONSE:

Dated: August 24, 201 8

Respectfully submitted,

AKERMAN LLP

By: /S/James E. Rogers
Wm. Bruce Stanﬁll

Akerman LLP
State Bar No. 19034350
william.stanﬁll@akerman.com

James E. Rogers
State Bar No. 2405 1265
Email: james.rogers@akerman.com
1300 Post Oak B1Vd., Suite 2500

_

46202330;1

6

_

Houston, Texas 77056-3000
Telephone: (713) 623-0887
Facsimile:

(713) 960-1527

ATTORNEYS FOR RESPONDENTS
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
hereby certify that, on this 24th day of August 2018, a true and correct copy of
instrument is being served Via email pursuant to the AAA Rules.
I

Andrew

S.

Ittleman

Allan A. Joseph

FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID & JOSEPH, PL
1001 Brickell Bay Drive, Suite 3 1 12
Miami, Florida 33 13 1
/S/ James E. Rogers
James E. Rogers

46202330; 1

this

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION

MATTHEW FESHBACH, individually and
on behalf of OKYANOS HOLDING
COMPANY, LTD. and OKYANOS HOLDING

derivatively

COMPANY, LTD.
Claimants,

Case No. 01-17-0007-4344

-vs.-

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY, LTD.,
BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES, LLC,

NEW RESEARCH, LTD. and
DR. MARC PENN,
Respondents.

DECISION ON EMERGENCY MOTION TO DIS! QUALIFY COUNSEL
The Tribunal has read
Emergency Motion

and

in opposition to, Respondents'

to Disqualify Claimants’ counsel.

First, neither side deals

is

the papers in support of,

with the dispositive threshold issue ofwhether this

arbitral

Tribunal

authorized to disqualify counsel even if we agree with Respondents. Claimants do not deal with

this issue

the

and Respondents deal with

Code of Ethics

with the

ABA, and

for Arbitrators in

(ii)

it

only peripherally on page 2 of their Motion by:

Commercial Disputes, which the

(i)

citing

AAA promulgated jointly

arguing that the Tribunal has the power to disqualify counsel as part 0f its

general responsibility to resolve

all

issues in dispute under a broad arbitration clause.

In the Tribunal's view, however, neither

(i)

nor

without more, gives this panel the

(ii),

power to disqualify counsel.

The power of an

arbitral tribunal t0 disqualify

counsel

is

a state law driven question.

York, for example, does not permit arbitrators to assume the role of a court and
decisions.

See Biderman Indus. Licensing,

Inc. v.

Avmar N.

V,

New

make such

173 A.D.2d 401, 402 (N.Y. App.

EXHIBIT

5

13‘

Dept. 1991

Dist.

LEXIS

);

Northwestern Nat'l

113626,

at

Ins.

Co.

v.

*15-16 (S.D.N.Y. October

by Respondents, apparently come
Neither side cites a case

to

No. 11 Civ. 1124 (SAS), 2011 U.S.

Insco, Ltd.,

3,

201

Delaware and California

1).

a different conclusion,

ﬁom either Florida

or the

Bahamas

at least in certain

cases, cited

circumstances.

that deals with this threshold issue.

We note, however, that a federal court, applying Florida law, suggested that arbitrators do not have
the

power to

disqualify counsel. See

80225-CIV, 2002

Morgan

US Dist. LEXIS 28107

Stanley

(S.D. Fla.,

DW,

Inc. v.

power to decide disqualiﬁcation motions, the Tribunal
Bahamian court

That being

said,

expert witness while at the

authority to

unseemly as best for counsel

same time acting

We refer Respondents to a

wish to further pursue
to take

have the

it.

on the role of both a

as trial counsel for Claimants.

fact

and

The Tribunal has the

manage any necessary exchange of information and to exclude evidence deemed to be

cumulative or irrelevant. See

AAA Rules 22(a)

and 34(b). In the exercise of that power, and in

discretion, the Tribunal declines to hear the testimony

witness statement.

can

Warren, P.A., No. 02-

to the effect that arbitrators

declines to rule.

to press their application if they

it is

&

May 9, 2002) (dicta).

Absent case authority from Florida or the Bahamas

Florida or

Kelley

We note,

however, that virtually

of counsel

all that

for

Claimant and

Mr. Ittleman wishes to

its

strikes his

testify

about

come into evidence Without his testimony.
The memoranda attached to his witness

statement, at least to the extent the business and/or

Mr. Feshbach received them, can be admitted. The statutory authority Mr. Ittleman
explained or relied upon in briefmg
relied

upon those

actions

were not

01'

cites

can be

argument. Mr. Feshbach will presumably testify that he

materials and/or advice of counsel in forming his belief that the company's

lawful.

We see nothing else relevant and material to the issues in the proffered witness statement.

In their "Reply" submission, Respondents offer a bifurcation solution.

not consider bifurcation at this late date absent a joint application

may

decline to cause further delay and expense

by

creating

by both

The Tribunal

parties and,

will

even then,

two hearings instead of the one

that

has been scheduled far in advance.

For the reasons

set forth

above, Respondents' application to disqualify counsel

Further, the Tribunal strikes Mr. Ittleman‘s witness statement

evidence as outlined above.
Dated: January 28, 2019

Robert B. Davidson, for the Tribunal

is

DENIED

and will permit the introduction of

Filing #

85120752 E-Filed 02/19/2019 09:07: 14

—,
LTD

AM

IN

AND FOR THE CIRCUIT COURT OF

THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN

AND FOR MIAMI DADE COUNTY, FL
Case No:
Florida Bar No: 3 17071

Plaintiff(s),

vs.

FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID AND
JOSEPH, PL, a Florida limited liability
company and ANDREW S. ITTLEMAN,
individually,

Defendant(s).

COMPLAINT
The
and Joseph,
1.

Okyanos Operating Company,

Plaintiff,

PL and Andrew
This

is

S.

Ltd., sues

Defendants Fuerst Ittleman David

Ittleman and states:

an action for damages in Which the amount in controversy exceeds

$750,000.00, exclusive of interest, attorneys’ fees and costs. This action meets the criteria of
Administrative Order 16-12 and Rule 1.201 of the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure and
the jurisdiction of the

Complex Business

Miami-Dade County,

Florida.

2.

At

all

Litigation Section of the 11th Judicial Circuit in

Within

and

for

times relevant hereto, the Defendant, Fuerst Ittleman David and Joseph, PL,

a Florida limited liability

company

association doing business in

(the

“Law Firm”) was an

Miami-Dade County,

active Florida professional

Florida.

WARREN R. TRAZENFELD, P.A.
TriaIWorks/
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At

3.

all

times relevant hereto, Defendant,

attorney, duly licensed

County, Florida and a

At

4.

all

apparent agent of the

to practice

Andrew

S.

Ittleman (“Ittleman“)

law in the State of Florida, doing business

in

,

was an

Miami Dade

member of the Law Firm.
times material hereto, Ittleman was an agent, servant, employee and/or

Law

Firm, and was at

all

times material hereto, acting Within the course

and scope of said agency, services and/or employment With the

Law

Firm, while performing the

legal services described herein.

Plaintiff

5.

Business

Okyanos Operating Company, LTD, (“00C”)

Company organized and existing under the

is

laws of the Bahamas With

an International
its

principal place

of business located in Freeport, Bahamas operating under the trade names of “Okyanos”,

“Okyanos Center

Okyanos was opened

6.

2014.

for Regenerative Medicine”,

The Okyanos

clinic

and “Okyanos Heart

Institute”.

as a fully licensed medical facility in Freeport,

was owned and operated

at that

time by

Bahamas

00C, Which

entity

in

was

Wholly owned by Okyanos Holding Company Ltd. (“OHC”).
Effective April 21, 2017,

7.

sold (the “Stock Purchase”) to

New

all

of the issued and outstanding shares of

Research, Ltd., an International Business

organized and existing under the laws of the Bahamas With
in Freeport,

Bahamas. The

Okyanos Management

management

Services,

services through

OMS

the Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of

about

May 20,

LLC
to

is

OOC.

to the

OHC

and

Stock Purchase provided

Following the Stock Purchase Feshbach served as

OOC and continued working

for

OOC until his termination on or

2017.

WARREN R. TRAZENFELD, P.A.
TriaIWorks/

Company

Stock Purchase.

a shareholder and ofﬁcer of

(”OMS”), and, prior

were

principal place of business located

Law Firm did not represent any party in the

Matthew Feshbach (“Feshbach”)

8.

its

OOC

Page 3 of7

Unhappy With being

9.

OHC

sued

OOC

ﬁred, Feshbach individually and derivatively on behalf of

and others in Pinellas County, Florida on October

Veriﬁed Complaint (Without exhibits)

removed

to

3,

attached hereto as Exhibit “A”.

is

an arbitration proceeding in the Bahamas Which

is

A

2017.

copy of the

The claim was

currently pending.

The Law Firm

represented Feshbach in such lawsuit and has continued the representation during the course of
the arbitration proceeding.

During the course of the

10.

revealed his ﬁrm’s prior representation of
the ﬁrst time

ﬁled a witness statement Which

arbitration, Ittleman

OOC on central issues

OOC’s management, Which guided

of Feshbach’s claim. This was

the business operations post sale of stock to

New Research, became aware of the Law Finn’s prior representation of OOC.
11.

represented

Upon

investigation,

OOC

discovered

that

the

Law Firm had

previously

OOC on the following matters:
A. Various regulatory matters, including those relevant to the jurisdiction of the

United States
medical

FDA

facility

in the year 2012, prior to the time that the

was open

Okyanos

for business;

B. Various corporate and compliance matters, including but not limited to

import and export regulations pertaining to stem
C. Opinion Letter Addressing Compliance With

Medical Tourism and Advertising (February
D.

Memorandum

cells;

FDA

7,

FDA

and FTC's Regulations for

2012);

concerning Okyanos Tax, FTC, and

FDA

Compliance Issues

Guideline (June 25,2012);
E.

Memorandum
(October

2,

concerning

FDA

Regulation of Drug and Biologic Export

20 1 2); and

WARREN R. TRAZENFELD, P.A.
TriaIWorks/
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F.

Designing the infrastructure upon Which Okyanos was able to operate in

compliance with various U.S. and Bahamian laws.
Despite

12.

OOC objecting to the Law Firm suing its

cease representing Feshbach and continues to

complaint attached hereto as Exhibit “A”
course of the

utilize privileged

Law Firm

refuses to

OOC.
its

client

Feshbach in the

information obtained during the

Law Finn’s representation of OOC.

Among

14.

other transgressions, the

OOC

Professional Conduct 4-1.9, if

is

battle against

The claims made by the Law Firm on behalf of

13.

There

wage

client, the

is

Law Firm

is

willﬁllly Violating Florida Rule of

a former client, or 4-1.7, if

no written termination of the attorney

client relationship

OOC

is

between

an existing

OOC

client.

and the

Law

Firm.

The requirements of

15.

OOC by providing
now,

Rule are satisﬁed here.

advice on compliance with

FDA

its

client based, in part,

There

16.

illegal act(s)

is

its

alleged failure to

overlap between the

Law Firm

comply With those

Law Firm

representing

same

both also involve

for legal services.

legal theories

— compliance With

many of the same

Fourteen days

express his concerns regarding

later,

OOC’s

of Whether any proposed plans

regulations.

OOC

on

May

facts.

18,

and When the alleged

FDA regulations — and

OOC paid the Law Firm on May 4,

2017 Feshbach contacted the

regulatory compliance.

may have

certain

2017

Law Firm

Rather than advise

to

its client,

regulatory compliance concerns and rather than

WARREN R. TRAZENFELD, P.A.
TriaIWorks/

has brought claims

forming the basis of Feshbach’s Whistleblower claim occurred. Not only do both

representations involve the

parties, but

on

The Law Firm represented

speciﬁc import and export regulations, and

in connection With Feshbach’s Whistleblower claim, the

against

00C,

either

Page 5 of7

informing Feshbach that the
the

Law Firm

represents

Law Firm joined sides With Feshbach to

sue

OOC
client

its

with respect to regulatory compliance,

OOC.

COUNT I
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY AGAINST FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID AND
A FLORIDA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AND ANDREW S.

JOSEPH, PL,

ITTLEMAN, INDIVIDUALLY

times

17.

OOC realleges paragraphs

18.

OOC reposed trust and conﬁdence in the Law Firm.

19.

The

knew

interests

that

trust

it

OOC

if set forth herein

was accepted by

the

had become a ﬁduciary Which prohibited

Law Firm Who

OOC and
(a)

As
owed

from acting contrary

it

to the

a ﬁduciary, the

of loyalty and good

duty of honesty;

(e) the

duty to disclose

the duty to place

(g) the

all

OOC’s

OOC’s

interests before

faith

and

and above

fair dealing;

their

own interests;

and

of conﬁdentiality

The Law Firm breached

its

ﬁduciary duty to

OOC by suing its

and using information obtained during the course of representing

in his claims against

22.

best interest;

material facts;

utmost duty of good

(h) duty

faith;

duty to not take unfair advantage and to act in

(d) the

21.

required not to act contrary to the interests of

duty to refrain from self—dealing;

(c) the overall

(f)

Law Firm was

OOC the following duties:

(b) duties

As

(current or former)

OOC to

assist

OOC.

a result of the conduct of the

Law Firm, OOC

has been damaged.

WARREN R. TRAZENFELD, P.A.
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at all material

of OOC.

20.

client

reposed by

through 16 as

1

Feshbach
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WHEREFORE, OOC
Firm and Ittleman,
judgment

interest

the right to

make

demands judgment

for the costs

and

for

of

for

this action, for a

jury

such other and further relief as

a claim for punitive damages

Law

compensatory damages against the
trial

this

on

all

issues so triable, pre-

Court deems

just.

OOC

reserves

upon a proper showing.

COUNT II
BREACH OF CONTRACT AGAINST FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID AND
JOSEPH, PL
23.

OOC realleges paragraphs

24

On or about January 4,

as Fuerst

1

2012,

through 16 as

if set forth herein

OOC and the Law Firm, Which was previously known

& Ittleman, PL, entered into a written engagement letter (the “Letter”) a copy of Which is

attached hereto as Exhibit “B”.

The

representation as set forth in the Letter has never been

terminated in accord with the provisions ofparagraph 6 of the Letter.

OOC

25.

ultimately performed the terms of the Letter that were to be performed

on

its

part.

The Law Finn has breached the terms of the

26.

A. The

Law Finn

paragraph
11.

1 1

Letter as follows:

has used legal opinions issued to

OOC to

assist

Feshbach in Violation of

of the Letter Which provides:

Use of Legal Opinions.

Legal opinions of this law

ﬁrm rendered to you are based upon the

facts

and

information fumished to us and our assessment of applicable law. Rendered opinions

and may not be provided to any other person, entity or
governmental body, except with the written permission of this law ﬁrm prior to the
dissemination of our legal opinion.
are solely for the use of the client

B.

The Law Finn has used records of OOC in their
of paragraph 12 of the Letter Which provides:

representation of Feshbach in Violation

12. Conﬁdentiality of Your Records.

During the time the ﬁlm represents your

interests

with government agencies,

WARREN R. TRAZENFELD, P.A.
TriaIWorks/
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it

will

sometimes be necessary for us

to

have speciﬁc factual information from your

formulations, plans or designs, as part of our assembling of the documentation

use in your defense. This

You agree to

may be

on our request.

share that information promptly

We ask that you please

inform us about the commercially secret nature of the information so that
accordingly and keep

it

we will

"trade secret" or commercially sensitive information.

secure in our ﬁles.

we can mark it

We will use our best efforts to safeguard

those formulations or processes so that they are not disclosed, or if they must be
disclosed to the government, that

we can ﬂag them with conﬁdentiality markings at the

time of their submission.

As you know,

it is

in your best interest to preserve the conﬁdentiality

of all

communications between us. Your privileges to prevent disclosure of such
communications may be jeopardized by disclosing the contents of our communications

We appreciate your conﬁdence and assure you that we shall
every effort to perform these services in a prompt and efﬁcient manner.

to third parties.

Paragraph 8 of the Letter provides in pertinent part “(i)n the event you

27.

fees

and

we

fail to

pay our

terminate services, you agree to allow us to collect attorneys' fees against you in the

event suit has to be brought to collect our fees.”

57.105

make

This provision

is

deemed

reciprocal

by Fla.

Stat.

(7).

28.

As

a result of the

WHEREFORE, OOC

Law Finn’s breaches of the Letter, OOC has been damaged.

demands judgment

Firm, for the costs of this action, for a jury
attorneys’ fees

trial

and for such other and further

for

on

compensatory damages against the

all

issues so triable, pre-judgment interest,

relief as this

Court deems just.

WARREN R. TRAZENFELD, P.A.
By:/s/

Warren R. Trazenfeld
Warren R. Trazenfeld, Esq.
Attorney for Plaintiff

2665 South Bayshore Drive, Suite 700
Miami, Florida 33 1 33
E-Mail: wrt@trazlaw.com
heather@trazlaw.com
Telephone: (305) 860-1 100
Facsimile: (305) 858-6123
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EXHIBIT “A”

Fiiing #

62330332 E-Filed 10/03/2017 02:21:02

PM

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 6th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
NEATI‘HEW’ FESHBACH, individuaﬂy
and deriva tively on behalf of
OKYANOS HOLDING COB’IPANY, LTD.,

CASE NO;

and

OKYANOS HOLDING COB‘EPANY, LTD.,
Plaintiffs,

vs.

OKYANOS OPERATING COB'IPANY, LTD.,
BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES, LLC, NEW
RESEARCH, LTD., and DR. B'IARC PENN,
Defendants.
/

VERIFIED COMPLAINT
Plaintiffs

of

LILA’ITHEW

FESHBACH (“FESHBACH”), individually and derivatively on behalf

OKYANOS HOLDING

COhvﬂ’ANY (“OHC”),

OPERATING COMPANY, LTD.
BERET”

,

(“PENN”)

NEW RESEARCH,
(collectiveiy

This case

intellectual

is

(“00C”),

DEFENDANTS OKYANOS

BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES, LLC (“BLACK

LTD. (“NEW RESEARCH”), and DR.

MARC STEVEN PENN

917W

‘DEFENDANTS”), and

about the

and propriety

hereby sue

assert as foﬂows:

DEFENDANTS’

fraudulentiy induced takeover 0f

Lights, their pian to drain the

OOC

company’s cash in favor of

and

their related

investments and associates, their efforts to violate U.S. and Bahamian law, and their resuiting
termination of FESHBACH.

More

speciﬁcally, in their quest to acquire the medical

regenerative medicine clinic conceived and operated by

FUERST [Tn‘m‘m

BAY DRIVE,

SL‘ITE 31

t

2,

MIAMI,

FL 33f 3t

-

FESHBACH, DEFENDANTS made

DAWD &jOSEPH
T: 305.350.5690

0 F:

305.37 I .8989

-

illegal

know—how of the

'1

100i BRICKF—J‘L

its

immFUEILsnwanM

a host

OHC

of misrepresentations designed to induce

OHC’s founder and

induce

chief shareholder,

These Agreements enabled the

to engage in iﬂegal

and

to illegally

of the

clinic’s stringent

cell

illegal

payments

license'

from the United States government, and

which

directly

impactad

OHC’s

regulatory approval.

DEFENDANTS

WM?!”

d(ya‘

revealed their schemes

to U.S. physicians to refer patients to

derived biological products into the

export

Bahamas without

further, to unlawfully drain

OOC

the necessary

OOC

income,

deferred compensation under the purchase agreement, by paying

related parties excessive, above—market rates for

Bahamian government’s approval
part

to

FESHBACH, to enter into an Employment Agreement.

and closing the purchase, the

conduct by making

import stem

Agreement, and

DEFENDANTS to acquire a unique and valuable stem cell clinic, and

equally important, to secure the continuation

after obtaining this approval

to enter into a Stock Purchase

for the sale

undeﬁned

of OOC to

“services.”

Then,

after securing the

DEFENDANTS, which was based in large

0n retaining FESHBACH, DEFENDANTS no longer needed FESHBACH. Once FESHBACH

leatned about

DEFENDANTS’ proposed illegal conduct, he made it known

he would not

participate,

and

DEFENDANTS that

DEFENDANTS retalia ted by tenminating him. To underscore their

conceived and fraudulent conduct,
purports to preclude

to

DEFENDANTS

FESI—IBACH from working in

sought to enforce a

his

restrictive

i11-

covenant that

chosen ﬁeld.

[URISDICTION AND VENUE
FESHBACH, individually and

1.

for

damages
2.

accrued

be

in excess of $15,000, exclusive

Venue

in Pinellas

in the

is

derivatively

on behalf of OHC,

sues

of interest, court costs and attorneys’

DEFENDANTS

fees.

proper in Pinellas County, Florida because the causes of action arose and
Fla. Stat. § 44810.3(!)(13) provides that

County, Florida. Additionally,

county in which the compiainant

venue

resides.

2
FUERST ETILEMAN DAVID &JOSEPH
1001

BMCKELL BAY DRIVE, SUITE

31 12, MIAMI,

FL 33131

I

T: 305.350.5690

-

F: 305.371 .8989

-

\W-WFUERsmw-ZCOM

shall

DEFENDANTS

'

This Court’s exercise of jurisdiction over the

3.

DEFENDANTS

Stat. §48.‘l93(‘1)(a) as the

Florida, including verbal

FESHBACH,

committed the vast majority of

its

comports with

Fla.

wrongful conduct in

and written communications and instructions purposefuﬂy directed

OHC

a resident of Pinellas County, Florida, which resulted in

at

being fraudulently

induced to enter the Stock Purchase Agreement, Feshbnch being fraudulently induced into entering
into the

Employment Agreement and

the corresponding restrictive covenants,

and Feshbach being

unlawfully terminated in vioiation of Florida’s \Vhistlebiower Act.

This Court’s exercise of jurisdiction over the DEFENDANTS also comports with the

4.

Due

Process Clause of the United States Constitution as the

sufﬁcient

minimum

CEO

of

OQC’s

OHC,

CEO

at:

FESHBACH,

a resident

regarding the acquisition of

OOC with
from

each maintained

contacts with the State of Fioﬁda, to wit, verbal and wn'tten communications

purposefully directed

behalf of

DEFENDANTS

thé expectaiion that

bis

home

of

OOC

Pinellas County, Florida, individualiy

from

OHC,

FESHBACH would

and 5n

and hiring FESI-IBACH to be the

discharge the majority of his duties as

ofﬁce in Pinellas County, Florida.

THE PARTIES
5.

FESHBACH

is

predominant amount ofwork for
the

an individual and a resident of Florida, and performed

OOC from his home ofﬁce in Pinellas County, Florida.

the

Moreover,

DEFENDANTS made the vast amount of their representations to FESHBACH, individualiy and

on behalf of OHC, which were designed
6.

FESHBACH

was

to induce the agreements giving rise to this lawsuit in Florida.

at all material times,

and remains,

a shareholder

of

OHC

and

its

Chairman and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer (“CEO”).
7.

the

OHC

Bahamas with

its

is

an Internationai Business Company organized and

principal place of business located in Freeport,

existing

Bahamas.

under the laws of

Still,

OHC conducts

3
FUERS‘I‘ I‘I‘i'L EMAN DA V D & OSEPH
J
BAY DRIVE, SUITE 31 i2, MIAMI, FL 33131 ' T: 305.350.5690 ' F:
i

100i BRICKEJL

305.37 I .8989

'

WWW.FUERSTLMV-‘LOM

a substantive

amount of

DEFENDANTS

its

and written negotiations with the

business, including the verbal}

OOC,

regarding their acquisition of

by and through

FESHBACH

in Pinellas

County, Fiorida.
8.

the

DOC

Bahamas with its

£3

an International Business Company organized and existing under the laws 0f

principal place

the acquisition and prior t0

business by and through

9.

of business located

FESHBACH’S

FESHBACI—I

BLACK BERET is a

BERET made a
to

substantive

FESI—IBACH in
'10.

termination,

in Pineﬂas

is

owned

amount of its

Bahamas.

IOOC conducted

Still,

at all times

a substantive

amount of its

Liability

Company with

its

principal place 0f

or controlled by the Bosarge Family Ofﬁce.

BLACK

representations designed to induce the subject agreements

Flotidg.

NEW RESEARCH

is

under the ans of the Bahamas with

NEW RESEARCH

is

owned or

an International Business

its

Company

organized and existing

principal place of business located in Freeport,

controlled by the Bosarge Family

Bahamas.

Ofﬁce through Bermudan

RESEARCH made

'l'l.

for

a substantive

amount of

its

trusts

NEW"

administered by the Winchester Globai Trust Co., Ltd. based in Hamilton, Bermuda.

agreements to

before

County, Florida.

Delaware Limited

business located in Houston, Texas and

in Freeport,

representations designed to induce the subject

FESHBACH in Florida.

PENN

is

the

CEO

OOC. BLACK BERET made

of BLACK

BERET and

a substantive

FESHBACH in Florida, which were (iesigned

to

Director of Research and Development

amount of

its

representations through

Penn

induce the subject agreements.

4
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
FESHBACH BUILDS OKYANOS TREATMENT FACILITY FROM SCRATCH
In or about August 2011,

12.

kind medical

cell

facility

in

The Bahamas,

FESI-IBACH began

focusing

on

the process of building a ﬁrst—of-its-

the treatment of patients using “autologous” stem

procedures.

Under United

13.

infusion, or transfer of

were recovered.”

2‘1

States law, “autologous” is

human

celIs

as “the implantation, transplantation,

or tissue back into the individual from

Bahamian governmental approvals to open “Okyanos,” the
treatment

‘15.

government

facility

the cells 9r tissue

FESHBACH devoted himseif full-lime to raise the necessary

funding, retain the qualiﬁed personne}, build the standalone medical

cell

whom

C.F.R. § 1271.3(d).

Between 201 1 and 2014,

14.

deﬁned

trade

facility,

name

for

and obtain the

OOC’s

requisite

free standing stern

in Freeport, Bahamas.

During that same pen'od of time,

FESHBACH

worked

closely with

ofﬁcials to develop a robust regulatoqr regime allowing for the licensing

Bahamian

of quaﬁﬁed

physicians and healthcarc providers to treat patients using autoiogous stem cell procedures. This

regulatory regime remains in effect to this day.

Bahamas continues

to attract ﬁnancial investments, as

around the world seeking to
'16.

the

Bahamas

Due

Largely as a result of

avail themselves

in large part to

to obtain Iicensure

wcﬂ

FESHBACH’S

as doctors, scientists,

and patients from

of the Bahamas’ fust—of~its~kind stem

FESHBACH’S

tireless efforts,

endeavors, the

Okyanos became

cell

program.

the ﬁrst entity in

under the Bahamian regulatory regime.
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Okynnos was opened

‘17.

Okyanos was owned and operated

as a fully licensed

at that

medical

facility in

Freeport,

Bahamas

in 2014.

OOC, which was the sole asset of Okyanos Holding

time by

Company (“OHC”).

FESHBACH worked as

18.

the

CEO of OHC and OOC

from

their inception until 2017.

FESHBACH was and remains a Shareholder of OHC.

THE STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT AND RELATED AGREEMENTS
PENN

Effective January 24, 2017, in a series of transactions led by

'19.

on behalf of

BLACK BERET, FESHBACH individually and on behalf of OHC, agreed to sail all of the issued and
outstanding shares of

true

OOC 'to NEW RESEARCH, pursuant

t0 the

Stock Purchase Agreement.

A

and correct copy of the Stock Purchase Agreement (without exhibits) is attached hereto as Exhibit

"A.”

T0

20.

induce

OHC

to sell

NEW RESEARCH

OOC,

agreed to pay

$542,522.93 in back wages. See Ex. B, Disclosure Schedule attachment, at

FESI-IBACH

FESHBACH was paid

p. 5.

$200,000 upon the closing of the Stock Purchase Agreement, leaving a balance due of $342,522.93.

DEFENDANTS

2'1.

OHC

convince the

FESHBACH’S

the Side, the

FESHBACH’S

they needed

(a)

to approve

for the sale. Accordingly,

OOC’S

To

22.

shareholders

that:

the

of

acquisition

OOC;

approval in order t0

and

(b)

they needed

continued participation in the acquired entity in order to seeure the necessmy

Bahamian approval
continue on as

knew

CEO post—acquisition.

further induce the sale of

DEFENDANTS represented
.S'ee

Ex. B, sections 1.51,

OOC,

that

FESHBACH would

3.6.

and to obtain Bahamian regulatory approval for

DEFENDANTS represented t9 OHC and FESHBACH that the operations of Okyanos

would not be
required that

materially

changed by the

FESHBACH

reiay these

sale to

NEW RESEARCH.

same representations

to the

Indeed, the

Bahamian

DEFENDJ’ANTS

h'ﬁnistry

of Health. See
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from

letter

FESHBACH

to Desiree

COX, Bahamian

Ministry of Health, dated

March

17, 2017,

attached hereto as Exhibit “B.”

Because

23.

acquisition

plans,

the

FESHBACH’S
Stock

FESHBACH

was required

These

agreements

related

Agreement with

Agreement”).

OOC

was

Purchase Agreement included

to execute

(collectively

on

the

same date

DEFENDANTS’

integral t0

several

related

as the Stock Purchase

“Reﬁned Agreements”) included

agreements

that

Agreement dosed.

FESHBACH’S Empioyment

OOC (“Employment Agreement”), a Non-Compete and Conﬁdentiality Agreement

between FESHBACI-I and

OOC (“Feshbach Non-Compete Agreement"), and a Non-Compete and

Agreement between

Conﬁdentiality

continuation with

OHC

Of course, FESCHBACH and

NEW RESEARCH

and

OI—IC did not

know

(“OHC Non-Compete

or have any reason to

know

that

DEFENDANTS intended t0 terminate FESHBACI—I as soon as he was no longer needed to preserve
OOC’S Bahamian

regula tory approval.

THE FESHBACH EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
24.

employment

The Employment Agreement
as

CEO

of

OOC,

services, duties or actions, the

regulations.”

see aim,

terms and conditions of

inciuding the requirement that

performance of which

wouid

FESHBACH

FESHBACH’S

not perform “any

violate any applicable laws, rules, or

A tme and correct copy of the Employment Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit C;

Ex. A, section
25.

sets forth the

3(b)(ii).

The Employment Agreement provides

base salary would be at [amt $30,000 per month, unless

disabled or deceased.

See Ex. A, sections

minimum of $1,080,000
Additionaliy, the

‘15,

that for a

term 0f 36 months FESHBACI—I’s

FESHBACH

16. Therefore,

resigned,

FESHBACH

was terminated, was

could expect to earn a

over the term of his employment ($30,000 monthly base salary x 36 months).

Employment Agreement provides

that

FESHBACH’S monthly compensation would

7
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increase to $40,000

when

OOC

upon

monthly revenues

the

Ex. A, section

6.

reaching three consecutive months of “Cash

OOC “actually receive” exceed

that

all

Flow Breakeven,”

La,

monthly costs and expenses. See

Reaching Cash Flow Breakevcn could increase FESHBACI-I’s earnings by more

than $300,000 over the three year term of his employment.

The Employment Agreement provides

26.

to purchase

vest

on

15% of OOC’s common stock, one—third

FESHBACH sba/[be given an opportunity

of which

(SO/o'of

OOC’S common

stock)

wouid

date of issue. See Ex. A, section S(b).

The Employment Agreement

27.

“Cause,”

FESHBACH is

least $90,000. See

entitled to severance

Ex. A, section

and obﬁgations;

(ii)

L'Iisconduct; (iv) a violation

or pleading

provides that

pay equal to

if

1:010

or guilty

is

terminated without

month’s base

salary,

123.,

at

17.

a failure to

as

See Ex.

or

(i)

a continued failure to

comply with OOC’s mitten

of laws or regulations applicable t0

to, a felony;

Non-Compete Agreement.

FESHBACH

at least three

The Employment Agreement deﬁnes “Cause”

28.

duties

that

(vi)

a breach

A, section

OOC’s

policies

perform

and standards;

(iii)

business; (v) a conviction of,

of the Employment Agreement or the Feshbach

16(d)(i).

THE FESHBACH NON-COMPETE AGREEMENT
29.

The Feshbach Non-Compete Agreement

employment with any person or business

OOC,”

purports to restrain

FESHBACH

from

“that could reasonably be considered competitive With

or disclosing any conﬁdential information. See p. 2-4 of Feshbach

Non—Compete Agreement,

attached hereto as Exhibit “D.”

30.

with

The nonwcompete

restrictions

purport to apply during

FESHBACH’S employment

OOC and for two years after FESHBACH’S resignation or termination.

not a shareholder 0f

Since

FESI-IBACH was

OOC at the time of his resignation or termination, the non—compcte restrictions
8
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are geographically limited to “the

and

all

countries

condgﬁous

to

Bahamas and Caribbean, including

all

islands in the Caribbean Sea

or which have coast lines on the Caribbean Sea.” See Ex. D, section

4.1.

THE DEFENDANTS’ CASH DRAINING SCHEMES
31.

for

00C,

The Stock Purchase Agreement included formulas
including an “Earn~Out

Amount”

that

for determining the purchase price

would increase the purchase

price paid to

OHC

shareholders. See Ex. B, section 2.3.

32.

The Earn—Out Amount

550%

of

OOC’s

“adjusted

EBITDA,” deﬁned

a5

OOC’S

cumulative net income over the three years following the Stock Purchase closing date, plus certain
additions. See Ex. B, sections 1.3, 1.38, 2.3.

33.

include

all

For determining adjusted

amounts

OOC

pays to

EBITDA,

1.3, 1.38, 2.3.

Under

this

cumulative net income

exceptif “pursuant

for the batmﬁde pmufﬁau g'seryiwf’ t0

OOC.

to

See Ex.

“Related Parties” include any Afﬁliate, and any owner, ofﬁcer or employee

ofany Afﬁliate of NEW] RESEARCH.
34.

OOC’s

NEW RESEARCHDI a “Related Party,”

management, consulting or other arrangements
B, sections

the additions to

fee Ex. B, sections 1.3, 1.1

formula, any banajide

'10.

management and consulting

fees

DOC paid to NEW!

RESEARCH or a Related Parry would reduce OOC’s cumulative net income, but would not be added
back to adjusted

EBITDA, and thus would reduce

the

Earn—Out Amount and

the purchase price paid

t0 OI—IC shareholders.

35.

Under

this

formuia, any

1101112]?ch

management and consulting

fees

OOC paid to NEW

RESEARCH 0r a Related Patty would also increase OOC’s costs and expenses, prevent or delay Cash
Flow Breakeven, and

thus prevent or delay the increase in

FESHBACI—I’s base

salary to $40,000.
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Because

36.

compensation owed to

good

cash draining scheme would reduce both

this

OHC shareholders,

it

was of paramount importance

detennining whether t0 pay such fees to

faith in

FESHBACH’S

NEW’ RESEARCH

salary

and the

that the parties exercised

or a Related Party.

THE POST-ACQUISITION SERVICES AGREEMENT
REVEALS DEFENDANTS’ BAD FAITH

OHC

37.

employed by

OOC

agreed to

sell

OOC

post—acquisition,

Agreements, oniy because he

relied

scﬂ

OOC

the

good

it

faith

relied

agreed to be

to the restrictive covenants of the Related

of the

DEFENDANTS and the truth 0f their

Agreement and Related Agreements. Likewise,

NEW RESEARCH only because

to

NEW" RESEARCH, and FESHBACH

and be subject

upon

representations in the Stock Purchase

to

upon

the

good

of the

faith

OHC agreed to

DEFENDANTS

and the truth of theix representations in the Stock Purchase Agreement and Related Agreements.

The Stock Purchase Agreement

38.

including the

Empioyment Agreement, were executed
Shortly

39.

closed

rgﬁ‘er

on Apdl 21, 2017 and
the

same

the Reiated Agreements,

date.

the stock purchase transaction closed,

OOC

received a contract from

BLACK BERET, a Related Party, to provide unspeciﬁed “advisoxy and consulting services” including
the

management of

month.

See Services

40.

BERET

the Services

as Exhibit

Agreement allows

2017, for the

sum of $35,000

\Vorse, the Services

OOC

OOC directly for these Sewices, but there

is

ﬂ'JeJe

Agreement allows

the very Sewices that

engaged to provide. Jae Ex. E, section

6.

BLACK

BLACK BERET

Semices.

that

Thus, by allowing

BLACK BERET
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to be

May

cell clinic effective

Agresment, attached hereto
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t0 receive full

for

payment forpmpoﬁedbxpmyidiig the

be paid

mfml/ rpmridhg the Services, these provisions also prevent or delay OOC’S abﬂity to achieve Cash

Flow Breakeven or generate

the

41.

On May

BLACK BERET
monthly

FESHBACH’S

anticipated base salary

through counsel, objected to

OOC’s engagement of

Earn—Out Amount, reducing

and reducing the compensation due

the

Services, while causing Third Parties t0 also

16, 2017,

to

OHC.

FESHBACH,

to provide unspeciﬁed “advisory

and consulting

fee for such services, as inconsistent with the representations

due diligence petiod. See email from Scott Craig, Esq, dated

and

services”

May

made

t0

to the $35,000

FESHBACH during

16, 20‘17, attached hereto as

Exhibit “F.”

42.

FESHBACH,

through counsel, objected that the monthiy fee was excessive and not

the resuit of an arm’s length negotiau'on, because

OOC.

BLACK BERET

Further, because the services purported to be provided by

would be impossible

to ascertain if the services

controlled the

management of

BLACK BERET were undeﬁned, it

were actuaﬂy provided or provided

satis factorily.

See

Ex. F.

43.

FESHBACH,

designed to prevent or delay

Amount, and

thus

through counsel, also objected that the Services Agreement was

OOC’s

would mega lively

ability to

affect

achieve Cash

Flow Breakeven or generate

FESHBACH and OHC

Earn—Out

the

shareholders. See Ex. F.

THE DEFENDANTS PURSUED ADDITIONAL CASH DRAINING SCHEMES
44.

0f

OOC,

obstruct

The

DEFENDANTS, without informing FESHBACH

prior to closing the purchase

contemplated additional Related Party transactions that would drain cash from

OOC’S

ability to

achieve Cash Flow Breakeven or generate: the Earn—Out

explicitly contradict the representations

made by

FESHBACH

prior to the closing of the Share Purchase Agreement.

to the

Bahamian

Amount, and

B'ﬁnistry

of Health

These transactions, revealed only after the Stock

'1‘1
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Purdhase Agreement ciosed, included without limitation having
technology to Advanced Regen Medical Technologies,

LLC

LLC

(“Tissue Genesis”) for excessive, above-matket rates.

entities

owned or

controlled by

Moreover, the

45.

OOC

transiu'on

its

stem

(“Advanced Regen”) and Tissue Genesis

Advanced Regen and Tissue Genesis

DEFENDANTS, without informing FESHBACH prior to chasing the
OOC’S

achieve Cash Flow Breakevcn, by paying excessive, above market rates, often to close

personal and business associates of the principals of

(“Close Associates”), for services that

Speciﬁcally, the

46.

Wodd Clinic
by Dr.

are

Ed Bosarge, Founder and Chairman of BLACK BERET.

purchase of OOC, intended additional cash draining transactions that would prevent or delay
ability to

cell

Dan

for intake

BLACK BERET and the Bosarge Family Office

OOC could obtain iocally for a

DEFENDANTS

of the pﬁce.

fraction

intended to pay excessive, above—market rates t0

and post—procedure follow up

Carlin, personal concierge physician to

World

services.

Ed

Clinic

is

Bosarge, principal of

owned

or controlled

BLACK BERET

and

Bosarge Family Ofﬁce.

The

47.

physicians

to

to.

DEFENDANTS

intended to pay excessive, above-market rates to “Specialist”

arrange recruitment dinners and persuade other “Referring” physicians to refer padents

Okyanos. In turn, the Referring physicians would also be paid excessive, abovewmarket

rates for

Some or all of the Specialist physicians were Close

coﬂecting baseiine and post-treatment information.

Associates.

48.

The DEFENDANTS intended

to

pay eﬁcessive, above~market

surgeon, Dr. Phillip Schoettlc, for orthopedic procedures, as

Germany. Dr. Schoettle
49.

The

is

result

wen

rates to

as travel expenses

an orthopedic

from his home

a Close Associate.

of all these cash draining transactions would be

a shift

of more than $21

OOC projected for the next 36 months away from

miliion of the cumulative $60 million revenue that
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OOC

and towards the Related

and Close Associates. The coroliaq' to

Parties

this previously

undisclosed cash drain and ﬁnancial windfail to the Related Parties and Close Associates was the
negative ﬁnancial impact 0f the

same magnitude on

FESHBACH and

the

OHC shareholders.

FLORIDA WHISTLEBLOWER ACT: FESHBACI—I REFUSES
TO ENGAGE IN ILLEGAL CONDUCT AND IS FIRED
50.

IWI/Jiﬂ

DEFENDANTS
Bahamian
5'1.

(1(ng

after

insisted that

Empioyment Agreement on

signing the

FESHBACH

approve or perform

acts that violate

2‘1,

2017,

the

both US. and

law.

First,

DEFENDANTS

insisted that

FESHBACH

involving the cowculture of autoiogous and allogeneic stem

bioiogical product

from the US.

(“FDA”) export license
52.

April

As

to the

Bahamas without

approve and

faciﬁtate a project

and the shipment of the

cells

a U.S.

resulting

Food and Drug Administration

in place.

set forth at

42 U.S.C. § 262(1), a “biological product”

therapeutic serum, toxin, antitoxin, vaccine, blood, blood

is

deﬁned

as “a vims,

component or derivative, allergenic product,

or anaiogous product, or arsphenamjne or derivative of arsphenamine (or any other trivalent organic
arsenic

compound), applicable

to the prevention, treatment, or cure

ofa disease or condition ofhuman

beings.”

53.

The

biological product would be manufactured into

in the United States which, as previousiy stated, is

RESEARCH, BLACK BERE’I‘ and now OOC.
Bahamas without an export license
penalties are available;

54.

vioiate the

42 U.S.C.

in place

its

ﬁnal form by Advanced Regen

under the same ownership umbrella as

Shipping

this biological

would violate U.S. law

product from the U.S. to the

in multiple

ways

for

which criminal

§ 262(E).

Additionally, using these culture—expanded cells to treat patients in the

Okyanos Stem

Cell License

and the Bahamas Stem

Cel} Research

Bahamas would

and Therapy Act.
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Second,

55.

state

and federal and—kickback laws by providing Elcgnl remuneration to physicians

patients to

Okyanos

was discovered
See paragraph

in the

to be integral to

4‘1

illegality

on May

of

OOC’s

proposed

conduct and refused

to the illegal

FESHBACH

to participate. Indeed, while

from counsel

as to the legality

DEFENDANTS

advised the

actions, but before counsel’s opinion could be ﬁnalized,

20, 201 7, less than a

of the reason for

post—acquisition ﬁnancial projections for the next 36 months.

CEO of OOC, FESHBACH sought opinions

damanded of him. After
their

available,

above.

fuiﬁlling hi5 duties as

the actions

in the U.S. referring

Bahamas. This unlawful scheme, for which criminal penalties are

FESHBACH objected

56.

‘(G

OOC insisted that FESHBACH spearhead a project involving a vioiation of

month

his termination.

.

after closing the

See

May

of

as to the likely

OOC

ﬁreé him

Stock Purchase Agreement, with n0 indication

20, 2017 Termination Letter, attached hereto as Exhibit

’)

DEFENDANTS’ ADDITIONAL; BREACHES OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT
FESHBACH

57.

has

demanded payment 0f

owners and operators of OOC have

to

him under

the

ﬁrst time that

to purchase the

FESHBACI—I’s termination had been

of the Cause claimed.

See June 9,

2017

letter

DEFENDANTS

OOC shares.

from counsel

for

Further,

and shares of

have refused to pay him

OOC now claims for the

no explanation or

indication

OOC, attached hereto as Exhibit “H.”

to bring this action has

demand

to the board

of

been performed, waived

OHC

would be unnecessary,
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impracticai,

and

FESHBACH as

because

futile

board members have resigned since the subject transaction, leaving

the sole remaining board

COUNT

I

—

member.

FLORIDA WHISTLE-BLOWER ACTION
(FESHBACH Against 00(3)

FESHBACH hereby rewalleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs

60.

above

its

through 59

as if fully set forth herein.

61.

FESHBACH sues OOC

62.

FESHBACH was an employee of and performed services

for violating the Fiorida \Y’Iﬁsde—Blower Act.

of the Advisory Committee and the Board. Sea Ex. A, section
of his services for

is

1

2.

for

OOC under the control

FESHBACH provided the majority

OOC in Fkorida.

63.

OOC

64.

FESHBACI—I’s objection

is

a pnivate

company

that

to

employs ten or more persons.

OOC’s illegal conduct and his

refusal to participate therein

protected by Florida Statutes § 448.102.

OOC

65.

retaliation for,

ﬂiegal conduct,

66.

and

committed

as a direct result of,

Act
such

OOC’S

OOC, in

(Fla. Stat. §

as (a)

to the

FESHBACH’é

because in

objection to and refusal to participate in the

OOC terminated FESHBACH.
termination of FESHBACH caused

\VHEREFORE, FESHBACH
Defendant

FESHBACH

a retaliatory personnel action against

prays

this

him

Court enter judgment for damages against

favor 0f FESHBACH, for violation of Florida’s Private Sector \VEﬁstEe—Blower’s

448.102), including but not limited to

all relief

an injunction restraining continued violation of this

same position heid before the

reinstatement of

t0 suffer damages.

fulk fringe

retaliatory

available

act, (b)

under

Fla. Stat. § 448.103,

reinstatement of FESI-IBACH

pcrsonnei action or t0 an equivalent position,

beneﬁts and seniority

rights, (d)

and other remuneration including compensation for the

fulE

compensation for
length of the

lost wages, beneﬁts,

employment term
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if

not

reinstated, (e)

any other compensatoxy damages nlEowable

and expenses, plus

deems

(g)

pre—judgment

interest,

at law,

and

(f)

attorneys’ fees, court costs

post-judgment interest and such other relief as

this

Court

and proper.

just

COUNT II — BREACH 0F EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
(FESHBACH Against 0001
FESI-IBACH hereby

67.

above as

re—alleges

and incorporates by reference paragraphs

1

through 59

if fully set forth herein.

68.

FESHBACH sues OOC

65.

The Employment Agreement prohibited FESHBACI—I from

for breaching the

viointcd any law, rule or reguiation. See Ex. A, section

of $90,000

that

FESHBACH

would

receive a

minimum

in severance pay if involuntarily terminated without Cause. See Ex. A, section ‘16(d)(i).

67.

The Employment Agreement

opportunity to purchase

issue. See

taking actions that

3(b)(ii).

The Employment Agreement provided

66.

Employment Agreement.

Ex. A, section

68.

OOC

15%

0f the

OOC

has refused to pay

common

stock of

OOC,

FESHBACH would

one-third of which

be given the

would vest upon

8(b).

demanded

FESHBACH

regulations, thereby breaching the

69.

further provided that

terminated

take actions that

laws, rules or

Employment Agreement.

FESHBACH Without Cause,

FESHBACH

would have violated

for refusing to take such actions,

the $90,000 severance pay, thereby breaching the

and

Employment

Ag'reement.

70.

OOC never gave FESHBACH the opportunity to purchase 5% of the common stock
'l

of OOC, thereby breaching the Employment Agreement.
7'1.

As

violate the terms

a result

of

OOC’s

termination of

FESHBACH

of the Employment Agréement, and

OOC’s

for refusing to take actions that

failure to

provide

FESI-IBACH

'16
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the

opportunity t0 purchase
severance pay,

15% of the common

the

failure

0r refusal to pay the

FESHBACH has suffered damages.

WI-IEREFORE, FESHBACH
Defendant

OOC’S

stock of OOC, and

OOC, in

prays

favor 0f FESHBACH,

and

this

that

common stock 0f OOC, be awarded $90,000

Court enter judgment for damages against

he be given the opportunity to purchase

for severance

judgment interest, post—judgment interest, plus such further

payplus his

relief as this

15% of

attorney’s fees, costs, pre—

Court deems

just

and proper.

COUNT III — UNPAID WAGES AND ATTORNEY’S FEES
UNDER FLA. STAT ﬁ 448.08
(FESHBACH Against 00C)
72.

above

FESHBACH hereby re-alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs

‘1

through 59

as if fully set forth herein.

73.

FESHBACH brings this action against OOC pursuant to Fla. Stat. § 448.08 for unpaid

wages and attorney’s
74.

fees.

FESHBACH worked as CEO of OOC

from 2011

until

2017 and earned wages during

that time.

75.

OOC has failed t0 pay FESHBACH the remaining portion of his wages earned, in the

amount of $342,522.93.
76.

Fiﬁ. Stat. §

448.08 provides that the court

may award

to the prevailing party in an action

for unpaid wages costs of the action and a reasonable attorney’s fee.

WHEREFORE, FESHBACH
favor of

costs,

FESHBACH,

pre~judgment

prays this Court enter judgment against Defendant

and that he be awarded $342,522.93 for back wages plus

interest,

post—fudgment

interest, plus

such further

OOC,

his attorney’s fees,

relief as this

Court deems

and proper.

COUNT IV — MONIES OWED
(FESHBACH Against NEW RESEARCH

and

00C)
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just

FESI-IBACH hereby

77.

above

re—alleges

and incorporates by reference paragraphs

'l

through 59

as if fuﬂy set forth herein.
K

78.

FESHBACH sues NEW RESEARCH and OOC

79.

NEW RESEARCH and OOC owe FESHBACH money in the amount of $342,522.93

for

Monies Owed.

Stock Purchass Agreement.

as per the

The money is

80.

past due and unpaid and

NEW RESEARCH and OOC have no lawful

defenses which would preclude the collection of said amount.

WHEREFORE, FESHBACH
NEW] RESEARCH and OOC,
owed

t0

him plus

in favor

his attorney’s

DEFENDANTS

prays this Court enter judgment against

of

fees,

FESHBACH,

pre—judgment

costs,

arbitration costs, plus such further relief as this

and

Court deems

that he

interest,

just

be awarded the $342,522.93
post—judgment

interest, all

and proper.

‘

COUNT V - FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT
AGREEMENT AND NON-COMPETE AGREEMENT
(FESHBACH Against ALL DEFENDANTS)
FESHBACH hereby rc-aﬂeges and incorporates by reference paragraphs

8‘1.

above

to

through 59

as if fully set forth herein.

82.

FESHBACH, individually,

83.

DEFENDANTS,

FESHBACH, including:

sues

DEFENDANTS

that there

OOC;

law; that

that

FESHBACH

would be no change

would not be required

for

Fraud in the Inducement.

PENN, mad: numerous

primarily through

in circumstances

following the closing of the Share Purchase Agreement, that

of

'I

false

statements of fact

of the operation 0f

OOC

FESHBACH would be retained as CEO

to take any actions that violate

US

or Bahamian

FESHBACH’S 3:11:11)? could be increased under the Break—Even provisions; that FESHBACH

would be given

the opportunity t0 purchase

'1

5%

of the

common

stock of

OOC;

that

FESHBACH

'18
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would

receive $542,522.93 for back wages;

severance pay

if

and

that

FESHBACH

would

he were invoiuntarily terminated Without Cause.

84.

DEFENDANTS knew when making the statements

85.

The

allowing

false

made

statements were

DEFENDANTS

to gain control of

Property, and equaliy signiﬁcant, to restrain

after the necessary

to inducg

OOC,

its

FESHBACH

stem

FESHBACH

that the statements

cell

were

false.

to act in reliance thereon,

treatment clinic and

from competing against

its

Intellectual

DEFENDANTS

regulatmy approvals were obtained, the acquisitioﬁ closed and FESI-IBACH was

terminated, as

DEFENDANTS

FESHBACH’S

ownership and

86.

receive at least $90,000 in

phmned.

intellectual

FESHBACH relied

on

DEFENDANTS

In other words,

intended to usurp

property without ever paying the promised compensation.

the correctness of the statements

when

facilitating the sale

0f

OOC and agreeing to remain as CEO of OOC.
87.

FESHBACH suffered injuly by relying on the

WHEREFORE,

FESHBACI—I

false representations.

prays this Court enter judgment against

DEFENDANTS, in

favor of FESI-IBACH, mid that he be awarded compensatory damages and punitive damages plus his
attorney’s fees, costs, prenjudgment interest, post—judgment interest, plus such further relief as this

Court deems

just

and proper.

COUNT VI BREACH 0F THE IMPLIED COVENANT
OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING
--

(FESHBACH Against OOC)
95.

above

FESHBACH hereby te—aﬂeges and incorporates by reference paragraphs

'l

through 55

as if fuﬂy set forth herein.

96.

FESHBACH sues OOC

for Breach

of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair

Deaﬁng.
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Under

97.

Fiorida law, the implied covenant of

good

faith

and

fair

dealing

a part

is

of

every contract.

98.

FESHBACH and OOC arc parties to a written contract, the Employment Agreement.

99.

The Empioyment Agreement

salary Will increase

from $30,000

deﬁned

in

that

as

months

month; that

of OOC;

t0 $40,000 after three consecutive

which the revenue

actually received by

FESHBACH Ma}! be given

anti that

expressly pro‘vides that

FESHBACH’S monthly

months

ofi'Cash

base

Fiow Breakeven,

OOC exceeds all costs and expenses

the opportunity to purchase

15% of the common

for

stock

FESHBACH will receive severance pay in the amount of $90,000 if he is terminated

without Cause.

OOC

'100.

Parties

and Close

associates, designed to prevent or delay

delay the increase in

FESI-IBACH’S
refused

him

consciously and deliberately entered into cash draining schemes with Related

FESHBACH’S monthly

efforts to purchase the

base

common

the opportunity since termination.

asserting Cause.

52115117.

Cash Fiow Breakeven and thus prevent or

OOC

consciously and deliberately partied

stock of

OOC

until

Further,

OOC

terminated

he was terminated, and has

FESHBACH

without

OOC then asserted Cause, as yet unspeciﬁed, only after FESHBACH requested the

severance pay due to him.
101.

good

faith

Thus,

OOC

failed or refused to discharge its contractual responsibilities, failed to

and deal faiﬂy with

Agreement, disappoints

use

FESHBACH, which un fairly frustrates the purpose of the Employment

FESHBACH’S

expectations and deprives

FESHBACH of the beneﬁts of the

Employment Agreement.
102.

As

a result

of OOC’S breach,

WHEREFORE, FESHBACH

FESHBACH suffered damages.

prays this Court enter judgment against Defendant

OOC,

in

favor of FESHBACH, and that he be awarded compensatory and punitive damages plus his attorney’s

20
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fees, costs,

just

pre-judgment

interest,

post-judgment

interest, plus

such further reliefas

this

Court deems

and proper.

COUNT VII — FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT OF
THE SHARE PURCHASE AGREEMENT
(OHC Against NEW RESEARCH, BLACK BERET and PENN)
‘103.

OHC hereby re-alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs

'1

through 59 above

as if fully set forth herein.

104.

OHC

sues

NEW

RESEARCH, BLACK BERET

and

PENN

for

Fraud in the

Inducement.
105.

of

fact,

NEW” RESEARCH, BLACK BERET,

PENN

and

inciuding that the sales price t0 be received by the

made numerous

false

statements

OHC sharehoiders could be increased by
'

the

Eam—Out Amount;

of incentives

that

NEW RESEARCH would act in good faith to prevent any misalignment

to any Party with respect to the

Enm-Out Amount;

take any action intended to materially teduce the Adjusted

materially impair the business prospects

upon and

further the

0f the growth as
106.

OOC;

work of OOC’s founder,

that

NEW RESEARCH would not

EBITDA

or the Earn—Out

BLACK BERET would

FESHBACH,

and

that

hekp

Amount, or

OOC

FESHBACH would

expand

be a part

CEO during the three year peﬂod.

NEW' RESEARCH, BLACK BERET, and PENN knew when making the statements

that the statements

107.

of

that

The

were
false

false.

statements were

made

to induce

OHC

to act in reliance thereon, aliowing

NEW RESEARCH and BLACK BERET to seize control of 00C,

its

stem

cell

treatment clinic and

I

its

Intellectual Property; drain the cash

and Close Associates, prevent
purchase price paid to

OHC,

OOC

from OOC:provide

a ﬁnancial windfall to the Related Parties

from generating the Eam—Out Amount, thus reducing the

while also attempting to restrain OI—IC from competing against

2'1
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NEW

RESEARCH

and

BLACK BERET

FESHBACH was

acquisition closed and

‘1

08.

109.

after the necessary reguiatory approvals

terminated, as pianned.

OHC relied on the correctness of the statements when agreeing t0 the sale of OOC.
OHC suffered injury by )ustiﬁably relying on the false representations.
OHC

\VHEREFORE,

prays this Court enter judgment against

RESEARCH, BLACK BERET 311d PENN, in
and punitive damages plus attorney’s
such further

were obtained, the

Court éeems

relief as this

favor 0f

fees, costs,

just

OHC,

and

pre-judgment

that

interest,

it

DEFENDANTS NEW

be awarded compensatory

post—judgment

interest, plus

and proper.

COUNT VIII — BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT 0F
GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING
(OHC Against NEW RESEARCH)
'1'17.

OHC- hereby

re—alleges

and incorporates by reference paragraphs

1

through 59 above

as if fully set forth herein.

1'18.

OHC

sues

NEW RESEARCH

for

Breach of the Implied Covenant of

Good

Faith

and Fair Dealing.
1'19.

The implied covenant of good

120.

OHC

and

NEW RESEARCH

faith

and

fair

dealing

is

a part

of evely

contract.

are parties to a wn'tten contract, the Share Purchase

Agreement.
12E.

will

The Share ?urchase Agreement contains an

be increased by the
122.

Eam—Out Amount,

described in

express provision that the purchase ptice

more

detaii at

paragraphs 31-33 above.

NEW RESEARCH consciously and deliberately entered into cash draining schemes

with Related Parties and
purchase price paid to

(2103::

associates, designed to diminish the

Earn-Out Amount and,

thus, the

OHC.
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NEW RESEARCH failed

123.

use good faith and deal

failed to

fairly

Purchase Agreement, disappointing

01'

refused t0 discharge

with

OHC’s

OHC,

its

contractual responsibilities, and

unfairly frustrating the purpose of the Share

expectations and depriving

OHC

of the beneﬁts of the

Share Purchase Agreement.

As

124.

of the breach by

a result

WHEREFORE, OHC
RESEARCH,
fees, costs,

just

in favor of

OHC,

prays

NEW RESEARCH, OHC suffered damages.
Court

this

and that

it

judgment

enter

Defendant

against

be awarded compensatory damages, plus

pte-judgment interest, post—judgmcnt

interest, plus

such further reﬁef as

this

NE‘X’

his attorney’s

Court deems

and proper.

COUNT IX - CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT OF
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT AND NON-COMPETE AGREEMENT
(FESHBACH Against ALL DEFENDANTS)
FESHBACH hereby re~alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs

125.

above as

1

through 59

if fully set forth herein.

FESHBACH,

124

indivéduaﬂy, sues

DEFENDANTS

for conspiracy to

commit

fraud in

the Inducement.

‘l

t0

DEFENDANTS, primarily

25.

FESI-IBACH, including:

that there

through

PENN, made numerous

would be no change

in circumstances

following the closing 0f the Share Purchase Agreement, that

of

OOC;

law; that

that

FESHBACH

statements 0f fact

of the operation of OOC

FESHBACH would

be retained as

to take any actions that violate

US

CEO

or Bahamian

FESHBACH’S salary could be increased under the Break—Even provisions; that FESHBACH

would be given

would

would not be required

false

the opportunity to purchase

receive $542,522.93 for back wages;

severance pay

if

15% of the common

and

that

stock of

FESHBACI—I would

OOC;

that

FESHBACH

receive at least $90,000 in

he were involuntarily terminated without Cause.
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DEFENDANTS,

'126.

statements conspired to induce

Agreement with

DEFENDANTS

and equally

significant,

intended to usurp

full

as

FESHBACH’S

OOC, its

to restrain

after the necessary regulatory approvals

was terminated,

and win

and acknowledge 0f the

false

FESHBACH to enter the Employment Agreement and Non-Compete

the ulterior purpose of gaining control of

Intellectual Property,

FESHBACH

in concert, wrongfully,

DEFENDANTS
ownership and

stem

ceIi

FESHBACH

treatment clinic and

its

from competing against

were obtained, the acquisition closed and

planned. In other words,

DEFENDANTS

property without ever paying the

intellectual

promised compensation.
127

would
their

violate U.S.

other things, the Defendants’ request that

and Bahamian law were unlawful

schemes of making

import stem

from

Among

ceii

payments to U.S._physicians to

derived biological products into the

the United States

128.

illegal

acts carried

FESHBACH

take actions that

out by unlawfu} means, including

refer patients to

Bahamas without

OOC and to illegally

the necessary export license

government

FESHBACH

has been directky and proximately

damaged

as a result

0f the foregoing

conspiracy

WHEREFORE, FESHBACH

prays this Court enter judgment against

DEFENDANTS,

in

favor of FESHBACH, and that he be awarded compensatoqr damages and punitive damages plus his
attorney’s fees, costs, pre—judgment interest, post—judgment interest, plus such further relief as this

Court deems

)ust

and proper.

COUNT X — CONSPIRACY 'I‘O COMMMIT FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT OF
THE SHARE PURCHASE AGREEMENT
(OHC Against NEW RESEARCH, BLACK BERET
129.

and

PENN)

OHC hereby re-allegcs and incorporates by reference paragraphs

1

through 59 above

as if fuily set forth herein.
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OHC

130.

commit

the

fact,

including that the sales price tolbe received by the

Earn-Out Amount;

that

NEW' RESEARCH would act in good

materially impair the business prospects

upon and

further the

of the growth

as

work of OOC’s

founder,

false

faith to

reducing the purchase price paid to

NEW RESEARCH

and

234.

and

OHC,

from

OOC

and

that

Eam-Out Amount,
help

OOC

FESHBACH would

PENN,

in concert, wrongfuliy,

or

expand

be a part

OOC,

and

provide a ﬁnancial Windfali to the

from generau'ng the Earn-Out Amount, thus

OHC

from competing

after the necessary regulatoxy approvals

FESHBACH was

Will

ofOOC, its stern cell treatment

while aiso attempting t0 restrain

BLACK BERET

obtained, the acqﬁisition closed and

acts carrieé out

or the

BLACK BERET would

FESHBACH,

Intellectual Property; drain the cash

133.

prevent any misalignment

NEW RESEARCH would not

EBITDA

statements conspired to seize control

Related Parties and Close Associates, prevent

against

that

statements

CEO during the three year period.

and acknowledge of the
its

OOC;

NEW’ RESEARCH, BLACK BERET,

132.

and

of

false

OHC shareholders could be increased by

take any action intended to materially reduce the Adjusted

clinic

for conspiracy to

NEW RESEARCH, BLACK BERET, and PENN made numerous

of incentives to any Party with respect to the Earn—Out Amount; that

full

PENN

and

fraud in the inducement.

131.

of

NEW? RESEARCH, BLACK BERET

sues

were

terminated, as planned.

Among other things, the Defendants’ attempts to drain cash from OCC were unlawful
by unlawful means.
OI-IC has been directly and proximately damaged as a result of the foregoing

conspiracy

WHEREFORE, OHC

prays this Court enter judgment against

RESEARCH, BLACK BERET and PENN, in

favor of

OHC,

and

that

it

DEEENDANTS NE‘W

be awarded compensatory
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and P unitive damn ges P lus attorner’s
3
such further

fees a costs ,

Court deems

relief as this

just

P

re—'ud
i

gmentinterest:P ost—'udg“"tent interest3Plus
i

and proper.

COUNT XI - INDEPENDENT TORT OF CONSPIRACY
(FESHBACH and OHC Against ALL DEFENDANTS)
OHC hereby re-alieges and incorporates

‘135.

by reference paragraphs

1

through 59 above

as if fully set forth herein.

This

‘136.

Dim, 403

K2}? Hosp.

is

an action for the independent

So.

2d 1025,

'1029 (Fla.

3d

tort

DCA

of conspiracy.

1981) (“This tort

See, 6.3.,

is

Bmkmw. LﬂwerFfmida

actionable where a plaintiff

can show some pecuﬁar power of coercion possessed by the conspirators by virtue of their
combination, which power an individual could not possess.

547

(Fla.

1977) (individual

164

(Fla.

Mirwtifai-A/mﬂ Imz, 353 50.26:

their respective arenas); Snipe:

jai—alai players,

West qug/erKc-vme/ Club, Ina, 105 So.2d

1).

1958) (ﬁve kenne} clubs refused a greyhound racer privileges at their respective tracks and

hﬁnﬁdated other kennel

clubs in the state to similarly boycott him)”).

Defendants wrongfully and with

‘137.

power of coercion created by

OOC

u.

frontons allegedly conspired to prevent plaintiffs,

jai~alai

from obtaining employment in

Cbimwm

and

its

intellectual

virtue

of

their

and propriety

full

an actual knowledge, conspired, using

combined and cohesive acdon

rights, drain the

as a group, to take over

company’s cash in favor of

investments and associates, violate U.S. and Bahamian law, and iliegaﬂy terminate
securing the

138.

conspiracy,

Bahamian government’s approvai
Plaintiffs

have been

directiy

for the sale

a peculiar

their related

FESHBACI-I

after

of OOC.

and proximateky damaged as a

which could only have been accomplished with

the full

result

of the foregoing

an active concert 0f

all

the

Defendants.

WI-IEREFORE,

DEFENDANTS and

OHC

and

that they be

FESHBACH

pray

this

Court enter judgment against

2111

awarded compensatory and punitive damages plus attorney’s
26
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fees,

costs,

pre-judgment

interest,

post—judgment

interest, plus

such further

relief as this

Court deems

just

and proper.

VERIFICATION
Pursuant to section 92.525, Florida Statutes, under penalties of perjuiy,
read the foregoing Veriﬁed Complaint and that the facts stated in

it

I

declare that I have

are true.

MATTHEW] FESHBACH

By:

CEO of
OKYANOS HOLDING COMPANY, LTD
Matthew Feshbach, individually and

Date:

'l

as

0/01/‘1 7

Respectfuliy submitted,

FUERST ITTLEMAN DAVID

8:

JOSEPH,

PL Aﬂomgwﬁr P/aiﬂfg'ﬁ”
100‘1 Brickell

Bay Dﬂve,

Suite

3112 Miami,

Fiorida 33131
Tel: (305)

350-5690

Fax: (305) 371-8989

Email: aittleman@Fuerstlaw.com

aiosegh@fuerstlaw.com
Secondmy: Iassefouerstanxom
By:

/.r/

Aﬁdmﬂ

.S'.

ANDREW S.

Ift/ewm:

ITI‘LEMAN,

Esq.

No. 802441
/x/ A/IaﬂA. fmgpb

Fionida Bar

ALLAN A. JOSEPH, Esq.
Florida Bar

No. 893137
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January 24. 2012
Via Electronic Mail
Mr. Manuel Vienna
Okyanos Heart institute
284G West Bay Drive, #104
Belleair Biuffs, Fiorida 33770
Manuel@okyanos.com

Legal Representation

Re:

Dear

ML

Vianna:

We are pieased that you wish to engage us to provide Okyanos Heart Institute
("Okyanos” or ”you" or "your") with iegal representation in connection with the reguiatory
compliance of your medical toudsm business located in the Bahamas.
1.

Nature of Legal Services.

Our firm will provide Okyanos with legal counsel on several issues related to the
cardiac stem cel! procedures you intend to conduct at your faciiity in the Bahamas. In
acidition, we will provide legai representation to assist you in enswing the compliance of
your business with appiicable regulations of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
("FDA"), US. Fedefal Trade Commission (“FTC"). as well as other applicable federai,
state and private regulatory agencies.
Specifically,

we

w§l|

provide Okyanos with an opinion

letter that

evaEuates and

discusses:

(i)

and

iegality

The

business pian‘ including the permissibility
of the various aspects of the plan under FDA. FTC. and other applicable

federal. state,

(ii)

and

third-party reguiatory

protocols and

compliance with
standards; and
(iii)

legas issues appiicable to

methods

applicable

its

body regulations and standards;

bﬁng its business plan
and private reguiations,

to foilow to

fedeial,

state

into regulatory

statutes,

the businesé and legal risks of non-compliance.

FUERST ETTLEMAN. PL
BAY DRIVE. 32m) FLOOR. MmML FL 33131 T: 305.350.5690
.
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and

Mr. Manuei Vianna

Okyanos Heart Institute
January 24, 2012
Page 2 of 6
Our opinion

letter wili

also outline the

FTC

statutes, {egulationa

and

policies that

promotion of the medicai services to be conducted outside of the country for
U.S. patients. We wili provicie you with a detaiied description of proper promotion under
the FTC Act and related regulations and policies. Furthermore. we wili provide an
explanation of what can and cannot be stated in the specific promotional activities in
which you would like t0 engage. particulariy claims that can be made on your
company’s website, in physician education seminars, during speaking engagements, in
one-on-one sessions with physicians. and during other such activities. Th£s letter will
inciude an explanation of the claims that can and cannot be used in all advertising and
promotions of the medical services to be conducted outside of the U.S.
wiil

affect

Moyeover. we wili gravide legal advice on tax and corporate issues affecting
Okyanos’s business plan that wiil include guidance on corporate structure and taxation
aévisement. Subsequent to the drafting of the iegal opinion, we wiil offer legal guidance
on the marketing of your medical tourism business and stem ceil procedures.

Customs and Border
be provided as necessary and when

Additional legal services related to matters pertaining to

Protection andlor other reguiatory bodies

requested by Okyanos
2.

wiil

in writing.

Retainer.

Due upon commencement cf this engagement is a non-refundabie retainer
amount of $15,009.00. This retainer amount Will be applied to the invoices {tendered at
or near what we expect to be the culmination of our representation as outlined in
Paragragh 1. Those invoices wiii show when and how much of your retainer has been
Unless otherwise agreed during the ceurse of the
appﬁed {o your account.
engagement. if there is a balance owed to us on your account at the conclusion of our
representation. we will render a final invoice showing that the retainer amount has been
fuily credited toward your account, and the final balance and any unpaid charges will
become immediately due and payable.
Upon commencement

of this engagement, fees for services rendered win be
an hourly rate as detailed §n Paragraph 3 of {his engagement. You will receive
monthly invoices showing a balance due which is to be paid upon receipt.
biiied at

In

the course of the representation, this

engagement may expand beyond the

scope of the work initially contemplated, due to unexpected compiexities that may arise.
will keep you informed of any change in circumstances that materially affect the
contemplated scope of this engagement.

We

wiil not be billed out of the retainer.
For a detaiied expianation of expenses
piease see Paragraph 4 below referring to Costs.

Expenses

1001 BRICKELL

BAY DRNE. 32MB FLOOR.
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Mr. Manuel Vianna

Okyanos Heart Institute
January 24. 2012
Page 3 of 6
The

retainer shall

be {emitted

via wire to the foilowing account:

—

Welis Fargo Bank, N.A.

#—

Jacksonvifle, Florida

ABA

CHIPS# G407
Swift code:

Account No.

WFBIUSBS

Fuerst lttleman, PL.

Operating Account

Branch Information
Wells Fargo Bank
200 South Biscayne Blvd. FL6020
Miami, FL 33131
Phone Number: 3053—7894272
3.

Fees for Services.

You

wilt

time to time for

be

b&lied for the services at

ail

employees who

our standard hourly biﬂing rates in effect from
work on fhis matter. Our hourly rates are:

Mitchell S. Fuerst. Esq.

Andrew

S. itﬂeman, Esq.

Associates

Non—Lawyer Consultants
Patalegals
Law Cierks

We
rate wii!

4.

use our time efficiently
be reflected on each invoice.
will

to

$500.00
$350.00
$125.00
$150.00
$125.00
$100.00

-

~

$425.00
$300.00
$135.00

minimize your lega! fees. The standard houdy

Costs.
In

connection

our

with

To minimize accounting and

representation,

administs'ative costs,

certain

expenses

we charge

will

a standard

be incurred.

5%

of the fees

incurred in lieu of itemized charges for copying, faxing‘ postage and long distance

telephone charges.

We wili

send you itemézed charges

courier service and computer research charges.
services.

you agree

to

pay

for

In

for ﬁling fees. recording costs,

addition to

om

fees for Iegai

such expenditures.

1001 BRICKELL BAY DRNE. 32M) FLOOR.

MIAM:._
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Manue¥ Vianna
Okyanos Heart Instituue
January 24, 2012
Page 4 of 6
Mi.

5.

Payment of Fees and Costs.

You wiil be billed periodicaliy {or fees and costs. Normaily, monthly statements
be issued during the course of this engagement; however, we may decide not to
issue a statement when the total amount due is less than $300.00. You agree to pay all
statements for fees and costs upon receipt of the statement.
will

6.

Termination.

You have
any reason.

the right to terminate representation by written notice at any time for
have the same right to terminate this engagement, subject to our

We

obiigation to give

you

thirty

(30) days

notice to permit you

to

obtain alternative

We

speciﬁcaily
representation or services and subject to applicable ethical provisions.
including
failure
on
your pan
maintain the right to withdraw for breach of this agreement,

pay our invoices andior prepayment deposits. When our services conclude, through
withdrawai, dischafge or conclusion of the engagement as described in Paragraph 1, all
unpaid charges will become due and payable immediately. At that time, we will offer to
return your documents and other materials related to this matter.
to

7.

Records Retention.

Any records
representation

wili

from time to time,

relating to this matter that

we

retain following the conclusion of our

be kept in accordance with our Recoyds Retention Policy, as revised
and ultimately will be destroyed pursuant to this policy, without further

notice to you.
8.

Non-Payment of Fees and Costs.
The non-payment

and costs rendered to you in
accordance with the terms of this letter will constéiute a default by you. in such event.
you authorize and consent to our immediate cessation of al! legal services on your
You wiil
behaif and to our withdrawal as your counse? from ali pending litigation.
nevertheless be liable to us for the payment of any fees earned and any costs incurred
to that time and you agree to be solely {esponsibie for any adverse consequences
which occur during any lapse in iegal services. Any amountson deposit in our trust
account as a cost deposit may be applied to ow outstanding bills. in the event you are
Late in paying our fees, we are entitied to hold any papers you have given us. any
papers we obtained from anyone else on your behalf and any papers we created in
of

any statement

for fees

connection with your repfesentation.

pay our fees and we terminate services, you agree to
allow us to collect attorneys’ fees against you in the event suit has to be brought to
coilect our fees. You agree that if we must instigate litigation to coliect our fee, the
In

the event you

1001 BRICKELL BAY DRIVE.

fail

to
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Mr. Manuel Vianna
Okyanos Heart Instizute.

January 24,
Page 5 of 6

20w

client, attorney work product and any other attorney-ciient secrecy privileges
you may have are waived to extent necessary for us to collect the fees due to us.
You also agfee that we may publiciy record evidence of your indebtedness, including
copies of your bills. this engagement ietter, charging liens, retaining liens and fee
settlement agreements with any pubiic body established for recording evidence of

attorney

indebtedness.
the event you feel you have been impmperly or unfaifly bilied. you may
discuss or dispute the bill with us. No fees will be charged f0: the iime incurred while
In

we
first

discuss your

came

engage

to

in

You may choose

bilis.

to resolve a biﬂing dispute with the lawyer

see o: with any partneror gioup of partners
formal

fee

dispute

resoiutian

in

procedures,

the ﬁrm.

We

including

you

also agiee to

fee

arbitration.

estabiished and administered by the Bars of the state where this matter has been
handled, should you chose to undertake such procedures.
9.

Commencement
If

the foregoing

of Representation.

acceptable to you, please sign

is

this letter

and

return

it

to us.

together with payment of the retainer.
10.

Client Responsibility.

This engagement requires your cooperation in providing us on a timeiy basis the
necessaw to enable us to advise you preperly, to defend you in the case of
litigation and otherwise to pursue your rights. You must respond to our oral and written
requests for information on a {imely basis and a failure to do so is a breach of this
information

Agreement.

You agree

complete, accurate and truthful
information concerning ali matters pertaining to this representation as such information
has a direct effect on our ability to represent you and to render Eegal opinions
concerning your acthrities. Failure to provide legal counsel with said information is a

breach of
11.

this

to

provide

Iegal

counsel

with

Agreement.

Use of Legai Opinions.

law {um rendered to you are based upon the facts and
Rendered opinions
as'e soleiy for the use of the cﬁent and may not be pfovided to any other person, entity or
govemmentai body. except with the written permission of this law firm prior to the
dissemination of our legai opinion.
Legal opinions of

this

information furnished to us and our assessment of applicable law.

1001 BRICKELL
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Mr.

12.

Conﬁdentiality of Your Records.

During the time the firm represents your interests with government agencies,
for us to have specific factual information from your
itwill
fermulations, plans or designs, as part of our assembiing of the documentation we wili
use in your defense. This may be "trade secret" or commercialiy sensitive information.

sometimes be necessary

We

You agree

to share that information promptly on our reqaest.
ask that you please
inform us about the commerciaily secret nature of the information so that we can mark it

accordingly and keep it secure in our ﬂies. We wiil use our best efforts to safeguard
those fomuiations or processes so that {hey afe not disclosed, or if they must be
désclcsed to the government, that we can ﬂag them with confidentiality markings at the
time of their submission.

As you know. it is in you; best interest to preserve the conﬁdentiality of all
communicaiions between us.
Your privileges to prevent disclosure of such
communications may be jeopardized by disclosing the contents of our communicaiions
to third parties. We appfeciate your confidence and assure you that we shall make
every effort to perform these services in a prompt and efficient manner.

Mitchel! S. Fuerst, Esq.

PL

Fuerst Ittleman.

r”

AGREED AND ACCEPTEQ

m

THIS 2:3

day of January, 2012.

OKYANOS HEART INSTITUTE
F,-

Mé‘wwh/jw' \ Atm—‘hﬁ
By:

MAN \JE L
Printed

us:

1C

\I’tAerA

Name

CM? Omnwg

Cmaczm

Title

FUERSY ITTLEMAN, PL
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AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION

MATTHEW FESHBACH, individually and
0n behalf of OKYANOS HOLDING
COMPANY, LTD. and OKYANOS HOLDING

derivatively

COMPANY, LTD.
Claimants,

Case No. 01-17-0007-4344

-vs.—

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY, LTD.,
BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES, LLC,

NEW RESEARCH, LTD. and
DR. MARC PENN,
Respondents.

ORDER GRANTING EMERGENCY APPLICATION FOR CONTINUANCE
Claimants
Freeport,

move

Bahamas

this

for a continuance 0f the hearing scheduled to begin in

coming Monday, February 25, 2019. Claimants’ motion

is

motivated by the Respondents’ recent service, on or about February 19, 2019, of a

copy of a Complaint naming Claimants’ counsel, Mr. Andrew Ittleman and
ﬁrm, as parties—defendant. The Complaint

damages
allege

in

that

Respondents might sustain

his

essentially seeks indemniﬁcation for

in the

the Complaint that Claimants’

upcoming

arbitration.

Respondents

counsel should not be representing

Claimants, by reason of an alleged conﬂict arising out of Mr. Ittleman’s
representation of Respondent

law

Okyanos Operating Company,

Ltd.

prior

(“00C”).

This conﬂict allegation was ﬁrst brought to the arbitrators’ attention on

January 22, 2019

in the context

of Respondents’ Motion

1

to Disqualify Counsel.

The

EXHIBIT

7

Tribunal decided that Motion on January 28, 2019. At that time, the Tribunal
declined to mle 0n the disqualiﬁcation on the ground that the Tribunal lacked
jurisdiction to disqualify counsel. In so deciding, the Tribunal stated

Respondents

t0

further pursue

a Florida or Bahamian court t0 press their application

it.”

commenced

at

refer

wish

t0

page

2.

the Florida lawsuit' in

comment noted above.

response t0 the Tribunal’s

Claimants’ counsel’s

it

if they

Decision on Emergency Motion to Disqualify Counsel

Apparently, Respondents in the arbitration

“We

letter t0 the

seeks a continuance “to notify

its

Tribunal dated February 19, 201 9 states that
insurance carrier to ensure coverage, and

expectedly the carrier will require an opinion of outside counsel as t0 whether this

Firm may continue

to represent Claimants.”

In the course

of brieﬁng on the motion

t0 disqualify, Claimants’ counsel

denied that there was any conﬂict, noting that his prior representation of
occurred in 2012.

He also

alleged that the Motion

OOC

was untimely because documents

disclosed months earlier in the course 0f discovely in this arbitration revealed his

involvement as counsel for

OOC

and Respondents remained

Claimants’ counsel contends that the Complaint
Ittleman from his

‘It is

trial

is

silent for

simply a maneuver to distract Mr.

preparation.

was actually ﬁled in
ﬁled (or intended to be ﬁled) in the Circuit Court of the Eleventh
and for Miami Dade County, Florida.

unclear whether the Complaint attached to Respondents’ counsel’s cover letter

court.

The Complaint

Judicial Circuit in

months.

recites that

it

is

2

seeking further clariﬁcation ofthe Claimants’ position, the arbitrators wrote

In

t0 counsel for

Claimants as follows:

Mr. Joseph,

Has the carrier forbidden you to try the case for Claimants, or only indicated that they are
procun'ng counsel for your ﬁrm and for Mr. Ittleman in the Florida lawsuit? In view of
your denial of any liability in that lawsuit can we assume that you do not intend t0
voluntarily withdraw as counsel to Claimants in the arbitration?
In addition, please advise whether, in the event

deposit sufﬁcient additional funds with the

of an adjournment, your side

is

prepared to

AAA to cover half of the panel’s cancellation

charges. Half will total something over $38,000.

Please respond

by 2:00

pm this aﬁernoon.

Thank you.
Mr. Davidson, for the panel

Mr. Joseph’s response, in part read as follows

(italics supplied):

“In view of your denial of any liability in that lawsuit can
to

voluntarily withdraw as counsel

we assume that you do not intend

to Claimants in the arbitration?”

Answer: First, to be clear, we have not taken a position in the lawsuit, but expect to do so
once counsel is appointed (and we are advised appropriately). We have expressed our
thoughts 0n the case. Thus, while your question presupposes (in all likelihood, properly)
that we will deny liability, we have not responded yet.

we will voluntarily stand down, we
want to withdraw, and our client does not want us to
withdraw. However, FIDJ needs the advice of counsel to make that decision, and, equally
if not more signiﬁcant, Mr. Feshbach deserves the right to have advice of independent
counsel to inform him ofhis rights. The problem with the lawsuit against ourﬁrm is that
’s
interests to defend itselfversus the
it has created a potential ofconflict between ourﬁrm
requirement that we zealously represent our client at the trial. Our client deserves the
right to vet this issue with independent counsel just as much as we need the advice 0f
counsel on the issue. If either 0f us are advised (or decide after being duly advised by
counsel) that myﬁrm should step down, we will d0 so.
Second, and to the more signiﬁcant point of whether

note

that

The FAA
arbitrator

shown
2

.

raises

.

we do

not

Sec. 10(a)(3) provides speciﬁcally that an

award can be vacated

for

misconduct “in refusing to postpone the hearings, upon sufﬁcient cause
.”

Here, paragraph labeled “Second” of Mr. Joseph’s response to Question

two problematic concerns:

(1) that his
3

ﬁrm now

has a conﬂict between

vigorously representing his client and his ﬁrm’s interest in defending
that

Mr. Feshbach

is

now

continue with the Joseph

The panel
Discovery

is

is

entitled to independent advice as to

ﬁrm under all

whether he ought

loathe to adjourn an arbitration that

is

to

to

ready t0 be heard.

complete. A11 0f the witness statements and briefs have been ﬁled.

commence on Monday

made and

in Freeport, the

prepaid.

The hearings

Bahamas. This

will

be cancelled, but

in a real sense, the

Respondents have brought

are

be an

expensive postponement to be sure given the travel and hotel arrangements that

have

(2)

the circumstances?

Hotel, travel and other arrangements have been

scheduled to

and

itselfQ;

now

it

0n

themselves. These conﬂict allegations could have been raised either earlier or after
the hearings.4

For the reasons

set forth

above, the Tribunal

GRANTS

Motion

the

continuance. Otherwise, there would be a substantial risk that any

Award

for a

that the

Tribunal might render—for either side-- would be successfully challenged under

2

The

Florida Complaint seeks compensatory damages.

compensate Respondents

for

It

essentially pleads that the Joseph

any losses that Respondents might sustain

ﬁrm

should

in the arbitration.

This arbitration is technically an arbitration falling under the New York Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, and not the Federal Arbitration Act. While the panics did not brief the issue,
the same problem with enforcement may well exist under Article V of the Convention The underlying agreements at
issue call for the application of either Texas or Florida law.
3

4

In the Tribunal’s view, either side

named

in

could have aired

this

grievance months earlier.

OOC

was originally

the arbitration as a pany-Respondent and Respondents presumably either knew, or could have

discovered, the underlying facts months earlier. (Respondents contend that they did not learn of the prior

representation—or that the prior representation involved
arbitration—until recently and then promptly

made

its

FDA advice that is arguably at

emergency motion to disqualify)

4

issue in the instant

FAA

Sec. 10(a)(3) 0r Article

cancelling

all

0f the

New York

Convention. The expense of

present arrangements would be dwarfed by the need to re-do a week’s

arbitration in the

The

V

Bahamas, perhaps with other counsel.

parties

made

contractual arrangements with the arbitrators that call for

cancellation charges t0 be paid to the arbitrators in the event of a postponement 0f

the hearings at this late date. In

view of the circumstances, each side

will

be charged

one-half 0f those agreed cancellation charges without prejudice t0 a reallocation of

all

or

some of these charges (and

after the matter is

the other expenses caused

heard 0n the merits

at

an adjourned date.

Dated: February 21, 2019

mama“
Robert B. Davidson, Chair

ﬂMVWMWﬁJ/gﬂﬁb
Gary V.

Juan

J.

McGowan

Rodriguez

by

this

adjournment)

—
cancelling

all

V

of the

present arrangements

arbitration in the

The

Article

New York

Convention. The expense of

would be dwarfed by the need

to re-do a

week’s

Bahamas, perhaps with other counsel.

parties

made

contractual arrangements with the arbitrators that call for

cancellation charges to be paid to the arbitrators in the event of a postponement of

the hearings at this late date. In view of the circumstances, each side will be charged

one-half of those agreed cancellation charges without prejudice to a reallocation of
all

or

some of these charges (and

aﬁer the matter

is

heard on the merits at an adjourned date.

Dated: February 21, 2019

Robert B. Davidson, Chair

Gary V. McGowan

Ju

.

the other expenses caused

Rodrigue

by

this

adjournment)

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION

MATTHEW FESHBACH, individually and
OKYANOS HOLDING
COMPANY, LTD. and OKYANOS HOLDING
COMPANY, LTD.
derivatively on behalf of

Claimants,

Case No. 01-17—0007-4344

-vs.-

OKYANOS OPERATING COMPANY, LTD.,
BLACK BERET LIFE SCIENCES, LLC,

NEW RESEARCH, LTD. and
DR. MARC PENN,
Respondents.

PROCEDURAL ORDER No. 5 (Ordering Report in 30 days)
The Tribunal, having previously granted a continuance of the hearings
matter, and having heard the parties in a conference call conducted

hereby

ORDERS
1.

On

ﬁled against

1,

2019,

2019, Claimants shall report the status of the Florida case

by Respondents as well

regard to whether the Joseph

2.

1,

as follows:

or before April

it

0n March

in this

Absent a resolution

ﬁrm

as the status of its discussions with

its

clients with

will continue t0 represent Claimants in this arbitration.

that permits this case to

move

forward, the arbitrators intend

t0 reschedule the hearing for a date that will allow sufﬁcient

time for the hiring and

preparation 0f new counsel for Claimants, if need be.

Dated:

March

1,

201 9

Robert B, Davidson, for the Tribunal

EXHIBIT
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